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1 Introduction 
The following Master’s Thesis has the objective to examine whether the Renew-
able Energy Sources that are planned to infiltrate the Energy system of Cyprus, will 
have a positive or negative outcome for the society as a whole. To do so, we collected 
all the relevant data and performed a Cost-benefit analysis for every source that is cur-
rently used (or planned to be used) in Cyprus. 
In Chapter 2, the current situation on the Renewables in Cyprus is presented along 
with the Government’s Master Plan for the future integration of Renewables to the en-
ergy system, in accordance with the EU regulation.   
In Chapter 3, the theoretical issues of the Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) are present-
ed, along with basic Energy Economics that will be useful in the consequent sections. 
In Chapter 4, the Renewable energy resources that are currently used in Cyprus (or 
it’s planned to be used in a future stage) are presented in detail. An estimation of the 
costs of each one of them (Wind, Photovoltaic, Concentrated Solar Power, Solar water 
heating, Biomass, Geothermal) is provided.  
In Chapter 5, the cost of fossil generation is presented along with the emission fac-
tors and externality costs that occur. A simple comparison of the costs of fossil and re-
newable generation is made. 
In Chapter 6, a renewable energy supply curve is constructed with different scenari-
os examined on the level of renewable penetration to the system and other cost parame-
ters that change due to uncertainty (sensitivity analysis). The above collected costs and 
the benefits that occur from the use of renewables are used for the implementation of 
the Cost Benefit Analysis.  
In Chapter 7, the conclusions of the Thesis are presented along with recommenda-
tions for additional future studies.  
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2 The renewables policy 
In this section the current situation on the Renewables in Cyprus will be present-
ed along with the Government’s Master Plan for the future integration of Renewables to 
the energy system, in accordance with the EU regulation. 
2.1 Cyprus Energy System Overview 
Cyprus is a small island in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea and like most islands, 
Cyprus has an isolated energy system, not interconnected with any of its neighbouring 
countries. Consequently, the country has to self-produce all the energy needed.  
Produced energy comes from the three conventional power stations of Electrici-
ty Authority of Cyprus (EAC), Independent power producers with renewable units, self-
producers and third parties.  
Cyprus has no primary sources, so the Electricity Authority of Cyprus (EAC) 
produces electricity exclusively from imported fuels, mainly fuel oil. Currently, the 
EAC has three power plants in Dekelia, Moni and Vasilikos with a total installed capac-
ity of 1597,5 MW of which 120 MW are inactive. According to the Cypriot Transmis-
sion System Operator (TSO), the net energy that entered the Distribution System during 
2012 was 4.431.000 MWh [1].  
At the end of 2011, the percentage of electricity produced from Renewable En-
ergy Sources (RES) was more than 5% of the total energy production. The installed ca-
pacity of RES is 168,7 MW as follows: 
Biomass 8,6 MW 
Photovoltaics 13,4 MW 
Wind 146,7 MW 
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2.2 Renewable Policy and Goals 
 As a member of the European Union, Cyprus has to enforce the Regulations and 
Directives regarding the Renewable Energy Sources. Particularly, Article 4 of Directive 
2009/28/EC requires each Member State to adopt a national renewable energy action 
plan. 
 The energy policy of Cyprus is formulated by the Ministry of Commerce, Indus-
try and Tourism in cooperation with all bodies involved and is approved by the Council 
of Ministers. [2] The Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism examines the coun-
try’s energy requirements, takes into account the obligations arising from international 
treaties and agreements and defines the main axes which in turn determine the targets to 
be implemented. At the same time, the energy model applied in Cyprus focuses also on 
the social dimension of energy saving. The energy policy is based on the following 
main pillars: 
·  Security of energy supply 
· Competitiveness 
· Protection of the environment 
Certain of the above national energy policy goals have been translated already 
into specific quantitative, binding targets for the country for the 2020 milestone: 
·  13% contribution from renewable energy sources in the final use of energy; 
·  10% contribution from renewable energy sources in the road transport consumption; 
·  5% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from 2005, for categories outside the scope 
of the Greenhouse Gas Emission Allowance Trading Scheme [3]. 
2.2.1 Security of Energy Supply  
Actions aiming to achieving this target are: 
·  Diversification of energy sources through implementation of the strategic goal for in-
troduction of natural gas into the country’s energy mix. 
·  Increasing the country’s energy self-sufficiency and strengthening of its geostrategic 
role in the greater area through the development of research actions related to the is-
land’s fossil fuel energy potential. 
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·  Maximization of efficient utilization of renewable energy sources aiming to replace 
energy from imported sources. 
·  Energy saving both in the primary form and its final use. 
·  Ensuring sufficient electric power supply potential. 
·  Development of the country’s self-sufficiency in relation to the import of primary 
fuels by maintaining sufficient security stocks. 
2.2.2 Competitiveness 
 Measures contributing to the creation of a healthy competitive energy market in-
clude: 
·  Liberalization of the electricity market aiming to increase the productivity and com-
petitiveness of the domestic economy and to improve the services provided to consum-
ers. 
·  Development of energy infrastructures and improvement of electric power transmis-
sion infrastructures. 
·  Effective development of RES plants, based on spatial planning. 
·  Adoption of investments in the energy sector based on the maximum resource utiliza-
tion criterion and overall benefit. 
·  Simplification of all licensing procedures. 
2.2.3 Protection of the Environment – Sustainable Development 
 Protection of the environment and sustainable development are ensured through: 
·  Promotion of renewable energy sources for the generation of electricity and heat con-
tributing to a significant reduction of pollutant and greenhouse gas emissions. 
·  Efficient and rational use of energy. 
·  Substitution of petrol with biofuels in the transport sector as much as possible. 
·  Promotion of high efficiency electricity and heat cogeneration in industries and large 
commercial plants. 
·  Application of stricter specifications on transport fuels and the type of fuel in the elec-
tricity generation sector. 
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·  Promotion of the use of natural gas (when this becomes available in the domestic mar-
ket) for public transport. 
·  Preparation of a study on the environmental impact assessment strategy through im-
plementation of this Scheme. 
2.3 Licensing  
Responsible for handling the licenses for the Renewable Energy Sources instal-
lations is the Cyprus Energy Regulatory Authority (CERA) [4]. By the end of 2012 
CERA granted licenses for 281,4MW of wind parks (wind parks below 30kW are not 
included) and 21.88MW of power stations operating with biomass/biogas (stations be-
low 20kW not included). Regarding the Solar power, 184 licenses were granted for 
20.57MW of photovoltaic (PV below 20kW not included) and tree licenses for solar 
thermal power stations with 75MW of capacity were given. 
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3 Literature review on Cost Bene-
fit Analysis  
In this section the theoretical issues of the Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) will be 
presented, along with basic Energy Economics that will be useful in the consequent sec-
tions.   
3.1 Cost Benefit Analysis overview 
Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) estimates and sums up the equivalent monetary 
value of the benefits and costs to the community of projects in order to tell whether they 
are worthwhile [5].  
A problem of CBA is that the calculation of many constituents of benefits and 
costs is very obvious but there are other components that is hard to think of methods to 
measure them. Therefore some basic guidelines are needed to proceed in the analysis: 
1. The unit of measurement must be the same. In order to conclude if a project 
is appealing, we must express every aspect, positive and negative, in terms of a common 
unit. The most communal unit used is money. This means that all benefits and costs 
should be measured in terms of their corresponding money value. The benefits of a pro-
ject may not be directly expressed in terms of Euros but there is a certain amount of 
money which the recipients of the benefits would consider just as good as the benefits a 
project has.  
2. The costs and benefits of a project must be expressed in terms of equivalent 
monetary value of a specific time. This is not just due to the changes in the value of 
money at different times because of inflation, but also because money available at this 
moment can earn interest for the following years if being invested and would worth 
more than the same amount at that time. When the interest rate is r then a Euro invested 
for t years will turn to be	(1 + r). Therefore in order to have one Euro in t years, we 
have to deposit now (1 + r). This is called the discounted or present value of a Euro 
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available t years in the future. The net benefit of the projects is the sum of the present 
value of the benefits minus the present value of the costs. 
3. Cost-Benefit Analysis valuations should reveal preferences reflected by se-
lections which have been made by consumers or producers. Finding previous choices 
which show the compromises and equivalencies in preferences is the most challenging 
part of CBA. For example, the appraisal of cleaner air’s benefit could be found from the 
amount of money people paid for housing that was less in more polluted areas than 
houses with same characteristics and location but in cleaner air areas. 
4. Benefits are often measured by market choices. When purchases are made at 
market prices consumers reveal that the things they buy have the same benefit to them 
as the money they have spent. Consumption of any commodity will increase until the 
point where the marginal benefit of an additional unit is equal to the marginal cost of 
that unit (market price). The marginal benefit will decline along with the amount con-
sumed the same way that the market price has to decline in order to make consumers to 
consume more of that commodity. The demand schedule, which is the relation among 
the quantity consumed and the market price, shows how much marginal benefit is need-
ed to attribute a monetary value on a consumption increase. 
5. The area below the Demand Curve shows the Gross benefits of a consump-
tion increase. Figure 3.1shows that this area is between the consumption before and af-
ter the increase. When  having a small increase in consumption in comparison with the 
total consumption, the gross benefit is approximately equal to its market value. 
 
Figure 3.1: Demand Curve 
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6. The impact of a project is the difference in the condition of the study area 
with and without the project. When a project is being appraised, the alternative to the 
project must be clearly indicated and taken into account when evaluating the project. 
Note that there is difference between the with-and-without comparison and the before-
and-after one. 
7. Cost Benefit Analysis contains a specific study area which can be a city,  a 
region, a country or the entire world and it is set by those who sponsor the analysis. The 
description of that area may be subjective but it might have significant effect on the 
analysis’ results. 
8. Occasionally an effect of a project can be measured in two or more ways but 
double counting of benefits or costs must be avoided.  
9. The criteria to decide whether a project is sensible suggest that the discount-
ed present value of the benefits is greater than the discounted present value (PV) of the 
costs (that means when the Net Present Value is positive). Another equivalent condition 
is when the ratio of the PV of benefits to the PV of costs is greater than one. In case 
there are more than one contradictory projects with positive NPV then further analysis 
has to be done and  the project with the highest NPV should be selected.  
There are two forms of Cost-Benefit Analysis, the financial and the economic 
one. The financial CBA contains all taxes and subsidies and also takes into considera-
tion the actual financial arrangement (debt and equity financing) [6]. The economic (or 
socio-economic) CBA ignores all taxes and subsidies but it may include external costs, 
which do not have straight impact on the financial feasibility of the project, such as en-
vironmental costs. The economic CBA is frequently used by governments and world-
wide financing organizations in order to explain favourable loans, subsidies, or other 
ways of special treatment. This Thesis will use the economic CBA in order to examine 
the Costs and Benefits of renewables from the scope of the society. Differences between 
economic and financial analyses, as described in [6] are displayed in table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Differences between economic and financial analyses (Source: RECABS [6]) 
 Economic analysis 
(public sector) 
Financial analysis 
(private sector) 
Viewpoint Overall society Investor 
Decision criteria Positive net present value Payback or internal rate of return 
Timeframe Life cycle (technical life) Short term 
Discount rate Reflects social preferences and oth-
er factors 
Reflects costs of borrowing, de-
sired returns (normally higher 
than the economic discount rate) 
Energy prices 
(benefits) 
Social values reflect willingness to 
pay; alternative uses 
Prevailing market prices 
Costs Social values reflect unrealized op-
portunities 
Private, prevailing market prices 
Taxes and subsi-
dies 
Ignored Considered 
Social infrastruc-
ture (e.g. roads) 
Considered Ignored 
External impacts Analyzed as much as possible Ignored 
 
The economic CBA is more important for the evaluation and comparison of 
technologies that generate electricity, because the investments in this sector are usually 
more long-term than the typical private ones. 
3.2 Cost-Benefit Analysis for Renewables 
According to Nick Hanley, Edward B. Barbier and Ariel Bergmann in their pub-
lications for RES [7,8], the CBA method involves six stages of analysis: 
1. Project/policy definition. Here we set out what exactly is being analyzed, 
whose welfare is being considered and over what time period (usually for the expected 
lifetime of the plant). 
2. Identify physical impacts of the policy/project. This involves identifying and 
measuring labor used to build access roads (how many); additional electricity produc-
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tion due to the creation of a new power station (how many MWh of electricity); land 
used (how many hectares); less pollution being generated from a conventional power 
station which can now be closed early (how many tones of pollution will be displaced). 
Essentially, anything which impacts on the quantity, quality or price of resources, may 
be said to be relevant, if these impacts can be traced back to a link to the well-being of 
the relevant population. Since we specify relevant impacts in terms of utility impacts, it 
is not necessary to restrict attention to market valued impacts, since non-market value 
changes (such as an improvement in air quality) are relevant, if they affect peoples’ util-
ity. 
3. Valuing impacts. All relevant effects are expressed in monetary values, so 
that they can then be aggregated. The general principle of monetary valuation in CBA is 
to value impacts in terms of their marginal social cost or marginal social benefit, mean-
ing evaluated regarding the economy as a whole. Sometimes market prices are a good 
approximation to the marginal values of benefits and costs (Sugden and Williams, 
1978). Sometimes market prices for certain effects do not exist and other methods 
should be used for their cost and benefit valuation. 
4. Discounting of Cost and Benefit Flows. It is necessary to convert all relevant 
cost and benefit flows that can be expressed in monetary amounts, into present value 
(PV) terms. 
5. Applying the Net Present Value Test. This checks whether the sum of dis-
counted gains exceeds the sum of discounted losses. If so (NPV > 0), the project can be 
approved and said to be an improvement in social welfare, given the data used in the 
CBA. The NPV of a project is thus:  
	
	
 = ∑(1 + )
 − ∑(1 + )

 ,  (3.1) 
 where the summations run from t=0 (the first year of the project) to t=T (the last year of 
the project).  
An alternative way of thinking about the NPV criterion is in terms of a Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio. This is simply the ratio of discounted benefits to discounted costs. The decision rule 
becomes: proceed if and only if the benefit-cost ratio exceeds unity. 
6. Sensitivity Analysis. Due to the uncertainty that some data used in the NPV 
test might change in the future, it is necessary to conduct sensitivity analysis. This 
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means recalculating the Net Present Value when the values of certain key parameters 
are changed. 
3.3 Benefit/Cost Ratio 
 Another very useful indicator is the benefit-cost ratio (BCR), which is used in 
the official form of Cost-Benefit Analysis. It attempts to summarize the overall value of 
money of a proposal or a project. A BCR is the ratio of the benefits relative to the costs 
of a project or proposal, all expressed in monetary terms. Again all benefits and costs 
must be expressed in discounted present values. Generally a ratio of greater than one 
indicates that the project is a viable one [9]. 
 =
∑

(1 + )


∑

(1 + )


 
When there are no constraints in the budget, the best value-for-money projects 
are the ones with the highest NPV. If  there is a funding constraint, it’s advisable to use  
the ratio of NPV to the expenditure that falls within the constraint. Actually, the ratio of 
NPV to expenditure is expressed as a BCR. The evaluation of the NPV should be over 
the service life of the project. 
A great shortcoming of BCRs is that, by definition, the non-monetized impacts 
are ignored. To overcome this limitation, attempts have been made to combine BCRs 
with information about those impacts that cannot be expressed in monetary terms. An-
other complication with BCRs, concerns the precise descriptions of benefits and costs. 
These can be different depending on the agency that gives the funding. 
Moreover, some costs for example operating costs may sometimes be deducted 
from benefits and therefore not be included in the cost amount. This is called “netting 
out of operating costs” and it could be done for some projects and not for some others. 
Manipulating the costs and benefits in this way, will not change the net benefits but it 
might affect the BCR. However it will not raise the BCR which is less than one to 
above one. 
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3.4 Cost-benefit analysis methodology 
 Combining all the previous theoretical stuff, an algorithm is constructed with its 
inputs shown in the table 3.2. The algorithm sums up the Cost and Benefits according to 
the formula (3.1) and can be modified in a later stage when the Sensitivity Analysis will 
be done, taking into account several other parameters. 
 
Table 3.2 Inputs for the Cost-Benefit analysis algorithm 
Costs Benefits 
Investment cost Avoided cost on capital investment 
Operation and maintenance  Avoided Fuel cost 
Integration to the network Avoided Operation and maintenance cost 
Fuel cost Externalities (indirect costs): 
Pollution costs avoided (Social cost of 
carbon and other pollutants) 
Externalities (indirect costs) 
  
3.5 Externalities in power generation 
Energy externalities are the costs imposed on society and the environment that 
are not accounted for by the producers and consumers of energy; in other words, they 
are the costs which are not reflected in the market price [13,14]. Physical damage to the 
natural and built environment is included, along with the impacts on recreation, amenity 
and aesthetics. These effects were often ignored in traditional economic assessment of 
energy; and energy models and policy assessments often treat environmental impacts as 
secondary to conventional costs. 
Estimating the true costs of electricity generation is both complex and contro-
versial. Market prices don’t take into account the “true costs” of the energy being sold, 
because the external costs to society are being ignored [10]. 
The following tables (3.3 and 3.4) summarize the external costs from several 
studies. Estimates have differences due to geography or exposed population. All these 
studies and similar literature suggest that power plants can be ranked as coal fired pow-
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er plants being the most damaging, followed by the oil fuel ones and then by the natural 
gas ones. This difference would be magnified with consideration of climate change im-
pacts. 
 
Table 3.3: Summary of Estimates from Four External Cost Studies in 2010$ (Source: 
Dallas Burtraw and Alan Krupnick, 2012 [10]) 
mills/kWh Coal Peat Oil Gas Nuclear Biomass Hydro PV Wind 
RFF/ORNL 2,3 - 0,35-
2,11 
0,35 0,53 3 - - - 
Rowe et al. 1,3-
4,1 
- 2,2 0,33 0,18 4,8 - - 0,02 
ExternE 27-
202 
27-
67 
40,3-
148 
13,4-
53,8 
3,4-9,4 0-67 0-13 8,1 0-3,4 
NRC 2-
126 
- - 0,01-
5,78 
- - - - - 
 
Table 3.4: Summary of 63 External Estimates from the literature (Original Source: 
Sundqvist and Soderholm 2002, Edited by Dallas Burtraw and Alan Krupnick 2012 
[10,11]) 
Cents/kWh Coal Oil Nat. 
Gas 
Nuclear Hydro Wind Solar Biomass 
No. esti-
mates 
36 20 31 21 16 18 11 22 
Min 0,01 0,04 <0,01 <0,01 0 0 0 0 
Max 90,61 53,43 17,69 86,23 35,14 1,18 2,94 29,56 
Mean 18,75 16,48 6,17 9,53 4,50 0,41 1,12 6,62 
Median 8,54 12,19 3,51 1,08 0,43 0,43 1,02 3,59 
 
The estimates also suggest that damages from the biomass fuel cycle are on the 
same order of magnitude as the coal or oil fuel cycles when climate change is not taken 
into account. The fuel cycle of nuclear has low external costs in general, although the 
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remote probability of accidents adds a very high consequence factor into the estimates. 
Photovoltaics (PV) are an essentially emissions-free energy source at the use stage, but 
their life cycle impacts are significant. 
 Externalities do not always have to be negative. There are also several indirect 
benefits when it comes to renewable power generation plants [12]. Those include Mac-
roeconomic benefits (employment, gross product, income), Risk Mitigation (wholesale 
electricity price reduction, fuel price reduction) and Environmental benefits (CO2 emis-
sions reduction, water use reduction, criteria pollutant emissions reduction).  
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4 Cyprus’ renewable energy re-
sources 
In this section the Renewable energy resources that are currently used in Cyprus 
(or planning to be used in a future stage) will be presented in detail. An estimation of 
the costs of each one of them (Wind, Photovoltaic, Concentrated Solar Power, Solar wa-
ter heating, Biomass, Geothermal) will be provided.  
In Cyprus there are six major types of Renewable Energy Sources being used:  
• Solar systems (space and water heating) 
• Photovoltaic systems (autonomous or on-grid) 
• Solar thermal energy systems 
• Wind systems (for electricity production) 
• Biomass and biogas (for space heating and electricity production) 
• Heat Pumps with ground heat exchanger (geothermal power) 
4.1 Solar systems for heating 
The technology of active solar systems for water heating is highly exploited in 
Cyprus, where 92% of households and 53% of hotel units are equipped with such sys-
tems. According to an EU research, Cyprus is the leading country in this field with al-
most 1m² of installed solar collector per capita (Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1 : Installed surface of solar collectors for water heating per capital in the EU 
(Source: Cyprus Energy Service [2])
 
 
The following table (4.1) shows the percentage of usage for each water heating 
method for Cyprus’s households during 2009, according to a survey of the Statistic Ser-
vice of Cyprus for the Final Energy Consumption in households. 
 
Table 4.1: Main type of system and  equipment used for household water heating pur-
poses, as a percentage of whole. (Source: Statistical Service of Cyprus – Survey for the 
final energy consumption in households in 2009 [19]) 
Type of system and equipment   Percentage (%) 
System connected with central heating 29,3 
Solar thermal collectors 91,6 
Autonomous electric boiler with storage 
tank 
3,6 
Autonomous gas boiler with storage tank 1,0 
Electric boiler 6,7 
Gas boiler 4,9 
Other 2,1 
 
Installation of solar panels for water heating was subsidized from a Special Fund 
until 2009. In 2008 a new regulation made the use of solar panels mandatory for all 
households and they were excluded from the Fund, with the exception of the replace-
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ment of existing solar collectors[18,20]. There are still subsidies for space heating and 
cooling with solar systems. More details are presented in table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.2: Given subsidies from the Special Fund for the installation of solar systems 
during 2004-2011 (Source: Cyprus Energy Service –Subsidy plan for RES/Energy con-
servation [2]) 
Type of subsidy Number of 
applications 
Amount (€) 
Installation or/and replacement of central 
solar systems for water heating 
129 764.140 
 
Installation or/and replacement of solar 
systems for space heating or/and cooling 
535 4.877.895 
 
Solar systems for households 15.674 9.560.397 
Installation or/and replacement of solar 
systems for pool water heating 
59 219.382 
Sum 16.397 15.421.815 
4.2 Wind power – Wind turbines 
In Cyprus wind power was exploited many years ago, with windmills mainly for 
water drilling from wells and  milling grain. Although the wind potential is not really 
high in Cyprus, there are still some areas where wind intensity is sufficient (6-7 m/s) for 
the development of wind parks. In the recent years the efforts to promote wind power 
for electricity generation have become more pronounced, especially after the binding 
targets set by the EU to its member states in 2003. As expected wind power will con-
tribute the higher rate of all the other renewable energy sources in power generation. 
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Figure 4.2: Map with the wind potential in Cyprus (Source: www.cie.org.cy [18])
 
 
The efforts of the bodies responsible for achieving the national targets set are 
confronted with reactions of local communities and local organizations. This resistance 
comes mainly from the ignorance of the public in new technology and the opinion that 
wind turbines and pylons transporting electricity produce electromagnetic fields, thus 
endangering the health of residents and visitors to the area. Also important is the per-
centage of the public who refuses to grant their property for wind farm installations for 
economic reasons. As said such projects decrease the building coefficient of the sur-
rounding areas resulting in the reduction in the value of land. Moreover severe visual 
and noise pollution in the area has been discussed as well as the harmful effects on the 
fauna and flora of the areas close to wind farms.  
The Cyprus Energy Agency has an important role in reversing the negative cli-
mate. This Service tries to inform the public about the real benefits of the use of such 
technology by organizing workshops, and inform about the ways in which they ad-
dressed and resolved problems that arose. 
There are currently 5 wind parks operating in Cyprus with capacity of 147 
MWe. Licenses for 18MWe have already been given for constructing new wind parks. 
According to the Cypriot National Action Plan for RES, by 2020 it is expected that 
wind park capacity will reach 300MWe [21]. 
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4.3 Solar power – Photovoltaic Systems 
The use of photovoltaic systems turns the inexhaustible energy of the sun into 
cheap electricity, especially in Cyprus, where all regions have long lasting sunshine in 
comparison with many other countries. In lowland areas, the average number of hours 
of sunshine for the whole year is 75% of the hours the sun is above the horizon. 
Throughout the summer the sun shines for an average of 11.5 hours a day, while during 
December and January which are the cloudiest months, sunshine duration decreases at 
5.5 hours a day. Even in the highest regions of Cyprus, the Troodos Mountains, in the 
winter months with more clouds, the average sunlight is about 4 hours a day and in the 
months of June and July this value reaches 11 hours. The maximum possible sunshine 
duration (i.e. from sunrise to sunset) in Cyprus is ranging from 9.8 hours per day in De-
cember to 14.5 hours per day in June. 
According to the data for the solar potential of the Meteorological Service of 
Cyprus [22] on the basis of the results of relevant studies, a polycrystalline or mono-
crystalline solar power system with nominal power of 1 kW installed in the coastal re-
gion of Cyprus, with a 27o still angle of the panels and south direction, is producing on 
average more than 1500 kWh per year, the first 20 years of operation. 
 
Figure 4.3: Map with the solar potential in Cyprus (Source: www.cie.org.cy, [18])
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Photovoltaics, like all renewable energy sources have high initial investment 
cost and almost zero operating cost, unlike conventional energy technologies that typi-
cally have relatively lower initial investment costs and high operating costs.  
The use of PV systems is expected to increase significantly in the coming years 
in Cyprus as well as the climate in the area is changing dramatically. In recent years in 
Cyprus as in many countries, major programs were launched to aid photovoltaic sys-
tems, both with generous subsidies for the purchase and installation and also for the 
produced solar kWh to intrigue citizens to exploit this form of energy to electricity pro-
duction. The results are very encouraging as Cypriot citizens show great interest in in-
stalling photovoltaic mainly to cover their own household needs. 
The installed capacity of PV systems connected to the distribution system of 
EAC reached 30,497 MW at the end of November 2013 [4]. The total installed photo-
voltaic autonomous systems in public buildings (not connected to the network) accord-
ing to data from the Department of Energy (to November 2013) amounted to 0,758 
MW. The total installed capacity of photovoltaic until November 2013 amounts to 
31,255 MW. 
4.4 Solar thermal power stations 
Concentrated solar power (also called concentrating solar power, concentrated 
solar thermal, and CSP) systems use mirrors or lenses to concentrate a large area of sun-
light, or solar thermal energy, onto a small area. Electrical power is produced when the 
concentrated light is converted to heat, which drives a heat engine (usually a steam tur-
bine) connected to an electrical power generator. 
CSP is being widely commercialized and the CSP market has seen about 740 
MW of generating capacity added between 2007 and the end of 2010. More than half of 
this (about 478 MW) was installed during 2010, bringing the global total to 1095 MW. 
There are less than 100 operational CSP stations nowadays as shown at the following 
world map. Most of them are located in Spain (with total capacity of 2,204 MW in Jan-
uary 2014), the Middle East and the USA. 
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Figure 4.4: Map with the operational CSP stations (Source: www.csp-world.com, [23]) 
 
 
An analysis of the technical potential of concentrating solar power (CSP) on a 
global scale which was elaborated within the European project REACCESS, based on 
annual direct normal irradiation (DNI) data provided by NASA Surface Meteorology 
and Solar Energy program (SSE) Version 6.0. 
As shown in the map below Cyprus is located in an area where CSP potential is 
really high. Therefore by the end of December 2012, nine applications were submitted 
to the Regulator, with total capacity of 175 MW. Three licenses were granted, with total 
capacity 75 MW, and five applications were rejected, with total capacity of 100 MW.  
Within the framework of the strategy for development of Renewable Energy 
Sources (RES) in Cyprus, the Energy Authority of Cyprus (EAC) has been studying 
since 2009 the development of solar thermal power plants, with nominal power of 
50MW in Akrotiri, Limassol on property owned by the Metropolis of Limassol. There is 
already a signed Cooperation Agreement between the EAC and the Metropolis of Li-
massol for the implementation of the project and the relevant techno-economic and en-
vironmental studies were conducted. Architectural Plans were prepared and along with 
the applications for building permit. The rest of the design work is underway [21].  
Another project will be developed by Vimentina Limited (a part of Alfa Medi-
terranean Enterprises Ltd), on a total land area of 1.5 million square metres, in the area 
of Alassa, Limassol with nominal capacity of 25 MW. A Contract is due to be signed 
with the Government of the Republic of Cyprus, under which the Government will ac-
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quire the total power production of the project for 20 years, at a subsidized, premium 
tariff of 26 Eurocents per kilowatt hour (kWh) and the total cost is $296 million. 
 
Figure 4.5: Worldwide annual direct normal irradiation in kWh/m²/y from NASA SSE 
6.0 http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/sse/ (Source: DLR [24]) 
 
4.5 Biomass – Biogas 
The European Union in its efforts to promote the use of biofuels in Europe, 
adopted the EU Directive 2003/30/EC, according to which biofuels are considered any 
liquid or gaseous fuel used for transport produced from biomass. Additionally, Member 
States must ensure that a minimum proportion of biofuels is placed on their markets, a 
proportion that was set at 2% for 2005, calculated on the basis of energy content, of all 
petrol and diesel sold in markets for transport. The mandatory target for 2020 is to reach 
10%. 
The use of biomass for electricity generation in Cyprus so far comes from pro-
duction systems and energy recovery of biogas produced from the anaerobic digestion 
of animal waste. Specifically, up to this point 14 stations of Biomass/Biogas are con-
nected to the EAC network with a total installed capacity of 9,714 MW [21]. According 
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to the Cypriot National Action Plan for RES [3], it is expected that until 2020 17 MW 
of biomass power plants will be installed [Source: CERA, EAC]. 
Regarding domestic biofuel production in Cyprus there is already infrastructure 
for biofuel production, of about 7,000 Mtn/year or about 1% of the total consumption of 
conventional fuels from imported raw materials. There are, however, significant limita-
tions that affect the development of this technology on the island. The most important 
constraint is caused by the deficiency of agricultural land and the lack of water needed 
for domestic production of energy crops (biomass) and therefore biofuels. The possibil-
ity of producing biodiesel from domestic waste vegetable and animal fat is not expected 
to exceed 0.5% of the total energy consumption of conventional fuels. 
4.6 Geothermal energy 
The debate on the development and promotion of geothermal energy in Cyprus 
was intensified in recent years due to the need to promote renewable energy sources, 
especially for economic and environmental reasons. The first geothermal applications 
have emerged over the last few years in Cyprus, with their effectiveness be kept under 
review.  
In Cyprus, the first detailed studies of the geothermal potential were published in 
2007. Specifically, measurements showed that soil temperatures in Cyprus for depths 
greater than 5 meters remain stable at 21 °C throughout the year, i.e. they are not affect-
ed by temperature changes in the environment. If we take advantage of the temperature 
difference between surface and subsurface we can achieve space heating in winter and 
cooling in summer, respectively. This is done with the use of a geothermal heat pump 
and a heat transmitter through a network of pipes which are either in a horizontal ar-
rangement in low depth or vertical device which uses a borehole for this purpose.  
In order to evaluate the geothermal potential of Cyprus, drillings were made in 
areas of Nicosia and Limassol. Those data show that the economic viability of geother-
mal installations for providing space heating in the residential sector can be regarded as 
satisfactory.  
The geothermal potential of Cyprus has been studied previously in Athalassa, 
Nicosia and according to the measurements, the temperature of the subsoil to a depth of 
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5 - 100 m is almost constant throughout the year, ranging from 18 to 22oC (Figure 4.6) 
[25]. 
 
Figure 4.6: Underground temperature measurements in Athalassa, Nicosia, Cyprus. 
(Source: G. Florides, S. Kalogiroy – Renewable Energy 32 (2007) 2461-2478 [25]) 
 
 
 Because of the fact that the geothermal potential in Cyprus is not that high in or-
der to produce electricity in mass scale, it will not be examined in the Cost and Benefit 
analysis in the following chapters. 
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5 Simple cost comparisons 
In this section the cost of fossil generation will be presented along with the 
emission factors and externality costs that occur. A simple comparison of the costs of 
fossil and renewable generation will be made. 
5.1 Conventional power generation in Cyprus 
 In Cyprus there are currently three major power stations, owned by the Electrici-
ty Authority of Cyprus (EAC) with total installed capacity of 1478 MW. Table 5.1 
shows the technical characteristics of the three power stations that will be used for the 
calculations on a later stage. 
 
Table 5.1: Technical characteristics of Cyprus’ power stations in 2013 (Source: [21]) 
 Power Station Nominal Capac-
ity (MW) 
Fuel Used Power produced 
Vasilikos Power Station 56,9% 
(2.243.261 MWh) 
3 x 130 MW Steam Units 390 Oil  
1 x 38 MW Gas turbines 38 Diesel  
2 x 220 MW Combined Cycle Units 440 Diesel  
Dekelia Power Station 
  
42,9% 
(1.690.810 MWh) 
6 x 60 MW Steam Units 360 Oil  
2 x 50 MW Internal Combustion engines 100 Oil (& Die-
sel) 
 
Moni Power Station* 0,2% 
(7.555 MWh) 
4 x 37,5 MW Gas turbines 150 Diesel  
Total Installed Capacity 1478 
*Moni Power Station is currently in cold reserve; therefore it will not be used in the calculations. 
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5.2 Conventional power generation cost 
 Cyprus’s main electricity source, as already mentioned above, are the power sta-
tions which are all fired with fossil fuels (fuel oil and diesel). Importing all those fuels 
creates a huge cost to the Cypriot economy. That cost could be avoided in some degree 
with the use of renewable energy sources for the electricity production. 
According to the National Action Plan, prepared by the Energy Service of Cy-
prus, 16% of the electricity production in 2020 must come from renewable energy 
sources. The optimal scenario of achieving this goal is presented in Table 5.2: 
 
Table 5.2: Cyprus’ National Action Plan for RES (Source: Cyprus Energy Service [2]) 
RES 
Technol-
ogy 
16% share of RES in electricity production until 2020 
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 
ΜW GWh ΜW GWh ΜW GWh ΜW GWh ΜW GWh MW GWh MW GWh 
Wind 165 275 180 300 180 300 210 350 210 350 260 433 300 499 
PV 33 53 37 59 63 102 75 121 125 201 145 234 192 309 
Solar 
Thermal 
50 149 50 149 50 149 75 223 75 223 75 223 75 224 
Biomass 8 67 10 84 10 84 15 126 15 126 17 143 17 143 
Sum 256 544 277 592 303 635 375 820 425 900 497 1033 584 1175 
  
The amount of energy that will be replaced with RES technologies between the 
years 2014 and 2020 is estimated to be 631 GWh. We assume that this amount will re-
main constant for the following 20 years and that the installation date will be in 2020 
rather than gradually. Given the electricity produced in 2010 and 2013 from the conven-
tional power stations, the technical aspects of each unit and the fuel discounted price, 
we can calculate the fuel cost that will be avoided with the implementation of RES 
technologies. The years in-between are not representative and not taken into account, 
because of the explosion next to the Vasilikos Power Station in July 2011, which had a 
huge impact to most of the Units. Therefore during the years 2011 and 2012, when the 
power station was still under reconstruction, the energy produced was lower than ex-
pected and mobile generation units were used to cover the energy needs of the island. 
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The following table (5.3) summarizes the results of the calculations, using the 
formula below: 
 =  . .  
where, 
Q: useful heat (Gwh) 
mf: amount of fuel (tn) 
Hu: net calorific value (GWh/tn) 
nf: efficiency factor (%)  
Fuel price projections were taken from the forecast of fuel prices in the Republic 
of Cyprus under a reference scenario, prepared by Dr. Theodoros Zachariadis [26]. A 
GDP deflator was used to bring the prices into 2013 Euros (Table 5.4) [19]. In this 
chapter, tables will only include the values for the years 2020, 2025, 2030, 2035 and 
2040. Tables with all years from 2020 to 2040 can be found in Appendix A. 
 
Table 5.3: Calculation of the amount of fuel avoided 
Unit Fuel 
Used 
Share in 
production 
(%) 
 
Energy 
avoided 
per year 
(GWh) 
Net calo-
rific value 
(kWh/kg) 
Thermal 
efficiency 
(%) 
Fuel 
avoided 
per year 
(tn) 
Vasilikos Fuel 
Oil 
41 258,71 11,1 35,1 
66402 
Vasilikos Diesel 16  100,96 11,83 46,5 18353 
Dekelia Fuel 
Oil 
43 271,33 11,1 28 
87301 
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Table 5.4: Retail prices in Euros-2013 per ton of fuel (Source: T. Zachariadis’ forecast 
of fuel prices in the Republic of Cyprus [26]) 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 
Diesel  1124 1137 1159 1189 1219 
Heavy Fuel 
Oil 
466 469 473 479 485 
 
 The cost of the avoided fuels comes from the multiplication of the amount of 
fuel avoided by the price of the fuel in each year and it is shown in Table 5.5. 
 
Table 5.5: Cost of fuel avoided every year in Euros-2013 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 
Vasilikos Fuel 
Oil 
30943849 31114262 31398284 31795915 32193546 
Vasilikos Diesel 20632032 20869977 21266553 21821759 22376964 
Dekeleia Fuel 
Oil 
40682536 40906582 41279992 41802765 42325539 
Sum 92258417 92890821 93944829 95420439 96896050 
 
5.3 Estimation of the emissions’ cost from conventional 
power stations  
 Conventional fossil fueled power stations have a significant amount of gas emis-
sions containing carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx)  par-
ticulate matters etc. that are really harmful for the environment (global warming) and 
the health of people (cancer, respiratory diseases), not only locally -in areas around the 
power stations- but universally as well. All these impacts can be translated into mone-
tary terms in order to be used in a Cost-Benefit Analysis. 
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For example, the Social Cost of Carbon (SCC) is an estimate of the economic 
damages associated with a small increase in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, conven-
tionally one metric ton, in a given year. This monetary value also represents the value of 
damages avoided for a small emission reduction (i.e. the benefit of a CO2 reduction). 
 By applying the stoichiometric analysis as follows, the amount of emissions 
produced from each unit can be calculated using the following formulas. 
 +	
													
 !!"	 
1#$		
													
 !!"
44
12
#$		 
'()* =  ∙ , ∙ 3,67 
	
1 +	
													
 !!"	1 
1#$	1	
													
 !!"
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32
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'2)* =  ∙ 3 ∙ 2 
Where, 
mf: the amount of fuel used (kg), 
c: the carbon content of the fuel (kg C/Kg fuel) 
s: the sulfur content of the fuel (kg S/kg fuel) 
 
NOx emissions were calculated based on data provided by the Electricity Au-
thority of Cyprus to national air quality authorities about the amount each Unit emits 
every year.  
Therefore we construct the following table (5.6) which contains information on 
all the emissions that we are interested in. All the calculations were cross-checked with 
the emissions from electricity production inventory of the Ministry of Agriculture of 
Cyprus [39,40] 
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Table 5.6: Calculation of the emissions produced by the 3 main electricity production 
stations in Cyprus. 
Unit Fuel 
Used 
Fuel 
avoided 
per year 
(tn) 
Carbon 
content of 
the fuel 
(kg C/Kg 
fuel) 
Sulfur 
content of 
the fuel 
(kg S/kg 
fuel) 
CO2 emis-
sions (tn) 
SO2 emis-
sions (tn) 
NOx emis-
sions (tn) 
Vasilikos Fuel Oil 66402 87,7% 0,8% 213722 1062 126 
Vasilikos Diesel 18353 86,3% 0,07% 58128 26 8 
Dekelia Fuel Oil 87301 87,7% 0,8% 280985 1397 677 
Sum: 552835 2485 811 
  
All the above emissions create significant external costs to a society. There are 
many studies trying to quantify the costs on human health, loss of biodiversity, climate 
change, crop yield loss and damage to building materials. The ExternE-Project on Ex-
ternal Costs of Energy was funded by the European Commission and it includes classi-
cal airborne pollutants, heavy metals, greenhouse gases and radionuclides [15,16]. 
Specifically for the CO2 emissions, a United States governmental interagency 
working group on Social Cost of Carbon, has published a technical support document, 
updated in 2013 with their estimations, in order to allow agencies to incorporate the so-
cial benefits of reducing CO2 emissions into cost-benefit analyses. It also includes 
changes in net agricultural productivity, human health, property damages from in-
creased flood risk, and the value of ecosystem services due to climate change. For the 
needs of this Master Thesis, the values chosen was one of the three integrated assess-
ment models, at discount rate of 3 percent, which is the most realistic one. Actually 
those numbers are really close to the ExternE-Project estimation (33,226 €2000/tn). A 
GDP deflator equal to 1,093 was used to bring the values into 2013 euros (Table 5.7) 
[17,27]. 
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Table 5.7: Social Cost of Carbon 2020-2040, converted into 2013 euros per ton of CO2.  
(Source: http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/EPAactivities/economics/scc.html [17,27]) 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 
SCC ($2007/tn  
CO2) 
43 47 52 56 61 
SCC (€2013/tn  
CO2) 
35,35 38,63 42,74 46,03 50,14 
 
For the cost of NOx and SO2 pollutants, the projections of the ExternE, CASES 
program were used for the emissions of high height of release [28]. The total external 
cost of the different pollutants is taken as the sum of Human Health regional, crops, ma-
terials, biodiversity externalities and the Human Health North Hemispheric model. All 
values were then discounted to 2013 euros and are shown in Table 5.8.  
 
Table 5.8: Total Cost of HH regional, crops, materials, biodiversity and HH North Hem-
ispheric model, converted into 2013 euros per ton of pollutant (Source: CASES [28]) 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 
Pollutants Total Cost (€2000/tn) 
NOx 5.647 6.138 6.671 6.957 7.254 
SO2 10.313 11.201 12.166 12.683 13.221 
 Total Cost (€2013/tn) 
NOx 7.624 8.286 9.006 9.392 9.793 
SO2 13.923 15.121 16.424 17.121 17.848 
 
Having calculated the amount of emissions it is now possible to calculate the ex-
ternal costs related to them. 
5.4 Natural Gas in power generation 
The energy sector in Cyprus, as already mentioned above, is characterized by 
high dependence on imported energy, the strong dominance of petroleum products in 
the energy balance, the continuous increase in energy demand, the absence of links with 
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European networks, as well as the rising penetration and utilization of Renewable Ener-
gy.  
In recent years, the energy system of Cyprus showing strong momentum since 
going through a period of significant change - with the partial liberalization of the elec-
tricity market, the actions for introduction and use of natural gas in power generation by 
promoting investment in Renewable Energy installing modern cogeneration systems, 
the promotion of energy saving, with the discovery of indigenous gas reserves - changes 
that require structural measures to address the new challenges in energy.  
In November 2007, by decision of the Council of Ministers a new independent 
body of private law was established, the Public Gas Corporation (DEFA), with the Gov-
ernment as the sole shareholder and the provision for participation of the EAC in its 
share capital [29]. The aim of establishing DEFA is to purchase, import, acquire, pos-
sess, use, operate, store, transfer, distribute, sell, supply and provide natural gas, as well 
as to manage the transmission and distribution network of natural gas and to take any 
act related to the above.  
As part of the effort to ensure the uninterrupted supply of natural gas to Cyprus, 
initially for power purposes and later for other uses DEFA takes actions for the con-
struction and development of the necessary, for this purpose, Transmission and Distri-
bution Piping Gas Network. Initially, the network will consist of three pipelines and will 
supply the three power plants of EAC in Vasiliko, Dekelia and Moni. This initial net-
work, which is estimated to have a length of 80 km, will be used in the future to extend 
the pipeline to cities and industries. The initial cost estimate for this phase of the net-
work is about 60 million Euros (the reporting project has secured sponsorship of 10 mil-
lion Euros under the European Economic Recovery Plan, following a proposal by the 
Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism).  
Having aware the positive contribution the use of natural gas will have in power 
generation, the economy and the environment and after a decision from the Council of 
Ministers on 08.13.2012, actions are taken by the Public Gas Corporation, in coopera-
tion with the Authority EAC, to import natural gas as an intermediate solution until the 
exploitation of the indigenous natural gas reserves.  
 Therefore, in order to produce electricity with natural gas, EAC plans to install 
and operate power plants consisting of combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT) with natu-
ral gas/diesel. More specifically:  
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• Convert existing power plants in order to use natural gas as fuel instead of the fuel oil 
used today.  
• In Vassilikos Power Station the installed CCGT units nominal which operates at this 
stage with diesel, will switch to natural gas.  
National legislation for the gas market is in line with the European Directive 
2009/73/EC concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas. 
5.4.1 Calculation of the Natural Gas cost and relevant emissions avoided 
 As already mentioned above, the plans of the Cypriot government is to gradually 
replace the traditional fuels used today (fuel oil and diesel) with Natural Gas. Therefore, 
as part of the sensitivity analysis that will be performed in the next chapter, the scenario 
that all the conventional power plants are fueled with Natural Gas will be examined. 
Taken into account that the avoided energy due to the Renewable energy penetration 
according to the Master Plan will be 631GWh and that each GWh can be produced by 
the combustion of 7860 Million Cubic Feet (Mcf) of Natural Gas (Source: EIA [35]) we 
conclude that 4959660 Mcf of Natural Gas will be saved. 
 After communication with international experts in energy markets, the price of 
Natural Gas for Cyprus is expected to be €10/MMBTU, which is equal to €10,25/Mcf 
of Natural Gas. Two scenarios will be examined, the first being with constant NG price 
(as in 2020) and the other one with an increasing price, with the rate the EIA uses for 
their projections in their Annual Energy Outlook 2014 [36].  
 
Table 5.9: Avoided Cost of Natural Gas per Sector of Renewable energy sources 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 
NG price (€/Mcf) 10,25 10,49703 10,65996 10,53317 10,58916 
Sector Share (%) Avoided Cost of Natural Gas (€2013) 
Wind 35,50 18046560 18481497 18768353 18545128 18643699 
PV 40,57 20624640 21121711 21449546 21194432 21307084 
Solar 
Thermal 11,89 6042375 6188001 6284047 6209306 6242310 
Biomass 12,04 6122940 6270508 6367834 6292097 6325541 
Sum 50836515 52061716 52869780 52240964 52518633 
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According to EIA, 269806 tons of CO2 are produced during the combustion of 1 
Mcf on Natural Gas. There are very low SO2 emissions related to Natural gas combus-
tion therefore they are omitted and 0,5 tons of NOx are emitted for every kWh of energy 
produced from natural gas operated turbines [37]. 
5.5 Renewable Energy Sources Costs 
Renewable Energy Sources may most of the times have zero variable costs but 
their capital costs are relatively high, especially when it comes to new technologies. For 
the Cost Benefit Analysis, we will use data from the EIA and IRENA [33,34,35] as 
shown in Table 5.10. There are also some externalities that contribute to the increase of 
the social cost of RES. The mean value from several studies [10,11] was used in the 
CBA algorithm (deflated in €2013). Due to the fact that Solar thermal is a relatively new 
technology, there were no studies for their external costs, therefore it will not be taken 
into account. 
Table 5.10: Typical Costs of Renewable energy sources (Sources: Edited values 
from EIA and IRENA [33,34,35]) 
 Overnight 
Capital 
Cost 
(€2013/kW) 
Fixed O&M 
Cost 
(€2013/kW-yr) 
Variable 
O&M Cost 
(€2013/MWh) 
External 
costs 
(€2013/KWh) 
PV 1848,31 20,52 0 0,0112 
Wind 1636,12 29,24 0 0,0041 
Biomass 3041,58 78,09 3,89 0,0662 
Solar 
Thermal 
3746,15 49,73 0 - 
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6 Cost-benefit analysis  
In this section a renewable energy supply curve will be constructed with differ-
ent scenarios examined on the level of renewable penetration to the system and other 
cost parameters that change due to uncertainty (sensitivity analysis). The above collect-
ed costs and the benefits that occur from the use of renewables will be used for the im-
plementation of the Cost Benefit Analysis 
Following the steps described in Chapter 3, and using the collected data from 
Chapters 4 and 5, we can now proceed to the Cost-benefit analysis for each one of the 
Renewable energy sources used in Cyprus. 
The analysis will be made in order to examine if the policy measures, concern-
ing the penetration of renewable energy sources to the energy system of Cyprus until 
2020, are beneficial to the social welfare, in a time period of 20 years (up until 2040). 
All the monetary values are discounted in 2013 Euros. 
Cyprus has no plan of building new conventional plants, therefore the renewa-
ble’s penetration will not have any avoided cost on capital investment. Moreover the 
cost of integration to the energy system was not taken into account. 
Apart from the main scenario, as part of the sensitivity analysis, three more sce-
narios will be examined. The first one will have a different discount rate than the origi-
nal scenario, and the two others will introduce the switch from the typical fuel mix of 
diesel and fuel oil to Natural Gas.  
Costs and benefits in this chapter will only be presented for the years 2020, 
2025, 2030, 2035 and 2040. For the calculations every single year between 2020 and 
2040 was taken into account. Detailed tables with the values for every year can be 
found in Appendix B. 
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6.1 Cost-benefit analysis for Photovoltaics 
The first scenario to be examined for the Solar Photovoltaics that are planned to 
be installed will be a Cost-Benefit analysis with a discount rate of 4%. The fuel avoided 
and the relevant avoided external costs from the emissions are based on the current fuel 
mix (fuel oil and diesel). 
 
Table 6.1: Cost-Benefit analysis for Photovoltaics – Base Scenario 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 293881015 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079  
Variable O&M 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Externalities 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867  
SUM of Costs: 297145962 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946  
PV of Costs 297145962 2683548 2205681 1812909 1490079 341517649 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 37429722 37686292 38113908 38712571 39311234  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 7927810 8665280 9587119 10324589 11246428 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 2509353 2727245 2964299 3091075 3223332 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 14036713 15244481 16558460 17261178 17994273 
 
SUM of Benefits: 61903598 64323299 67223786 69389414 71775267  
PV of Benefits 61903598 52869063 45413981 38529478 32757295 965629964 
 
NPV 624112314 
Benefit-Cost Ratio 2,827467 
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The second scenario has the same inputs with a discount rate of 8% in the CBA 
formula. 
 
Table 6.2: Cost-Benefit analysis for Photovoltaics –Scenario A 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 293881015 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079  
Variable O&M 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Externalities 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867  
SUM of Costs: 297145962 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946  
PV of Costs 297145962 2222068 1512302 1029247 700488,4 329201687 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 37429722,1 37686292 38113908 38712571 39311234  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 7927810 8665280 9587119 10324589 11246428 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 2509353 2727245 2964299 3091075 3223332 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 14036713 15244481 16558460 17261178 17994273 
 
SUM of Benefits: 61903598,2 64323299 67223786 69389414 71775267  
PV of Benefits 61903598,2 43777356 31137620 21874437 15399255 708953205 
 
NPV 379751518 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
2,153553 
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The third scenario implies that the fuel mix of fuel oil and diesel will be replaced 
with Natural Gas which will have a constant price. Once again the discount rate will be 
4% as in the first scenario. 
 
Table 6.3: Cost-Benefit analysis for Photovoltaics – Scenario B 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 293881015 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079  
Variable O&M 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Externalities 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867  
SUM of Costs: 297145961 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946  
PV of Costs 297145961 2683548 2205681 1812909 1490079 341517649 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 3869089 4229004 4678898 5038813 5488707 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 722876 785644 853933 890454 928553 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
SUM of Benefits: 25216604 25639288 26157471 26553907 27041901  
PV of Benefits 25216604 21073626 17671050 14744442 12341570 378926142 
 
NPV 37408493 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
1,109536 
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The fourth scenario, which is actually more realistic, also assumes that the fuel 
mix is replaced with natural gas whose price is increasing with the rate the EIA’s price 
projections are increasing. Note that Natural Gas prices are slightly higher than in the 
US. 
Table 6.4: Cost-Benefit analysis for Photovoltaics – Scenario C 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 293881015 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079  
Variable O&M 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Externalities 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867  
SUM of Costs: 297145962 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946  
PV of Costs 297145962 2683548 2205681 1812909 1490079 341517649 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 20624640 21121711 21449546 21194432 21307084  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 3869089 4229004 4678898 5038813 5488707 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 722876 785644 853933 890454 928553 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
SUM of Benefits: 25216604 26136359 26982377 27123699 27724345  
PV of Benefits 25216604 21482182 18228327 15060828 12653029 385670591 
 
NPV 44152942 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
1,129285 
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6.2 Cost-benefit analysis for Wind Power 
The first scenario to be examined for the Wind Turbines that are planned to be 
installed will be a Cost-Benefit analysis with a discount rate of 4%. The fuel avoided 
and the relevant avoided external costs from the emissions are based on the current fuel 
mix (fuel oil and diesel). 
 
Table 6.5: Cost-Benefit analysis for Wind – Base Scenario 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 220876535 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432  
Variable O&M 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Externalities 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4  
SUM of Costs: 224824885 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350  
PV of Costs 224824885 3245256 2667364 2192378 1801975 278484255 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 32751007 32975505 33349670 33873500 34397330  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 6936834 7582120 8388729 9034016 9840624 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 2195684 2386340 2593762 2704691 2820416 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 12282124 13338921 14488653 15103530 15744989 
 
SUM of Benefits: 54165648 56282887 58820813 60715737 62803358  
PV of Benefits 54165648 46260430 39737234 33713293 28662633 844926218 
 
NPV 566441963 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
3,0340179 
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The second scenario has the same inputs with a discount rate of 8% in the CBA 
formula. 
Table 6.6: Cost-Benefit analysis for Wind – Scenario A 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 220876535 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432  
Variable O&M 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Externalities 918 918 918 918 918  
SUM of Costs: 224824885 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350  
PV of Costs 224824885 2687181 1828850 1244685 847111 263590371 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 32751007 32975505 33349670 33873500 34397330  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 6936834 7582120 8388729 9034016 9840624 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 2195684 2386340 2593762 2704691 2820416 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 12282124 13338921 14488653 15103530 15744989 
 
SUM of Benefits: 54165648 56282887 58820813 60715737 62803358  
PV of Benefits 54165648 38305187 27245417 19140132 13474348 620334055 
 
NPV 356743683 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
2,3534018 
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The third scenario implies that the fuel mix of fuel oil and diesel will be replaced 
with Natural Gas which will have a constant price. Once again the discount rate will be 
4% as in the first scenario. 
 
Table 6.7: Cost-Benefit analysis for Wind – Scenario B 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 220876535 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432  
Variable O&M 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Externalities 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4  
SUM of Costs: 224824885,3 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350  
PV of Costs 224824885 3245256 2667364 2192378 1801975 278484255 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 3385453 3700378 4094036 4408962 4802619 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 632516 687438,9 747191,4 779147,1 812484,2 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
SUM of Benefits: 22064529 22434377 22887787 23234669 23661663  
PV of Benefits 22064529 18439423 15462169 12901387 10798874 331560375 
 
NPV 53076119 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
1,190589299 
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The fourth scenario, which is actually more realistic, also assumes that the fuel 
mix is replaced with natural gas whose price is increasing with the rate the EIA’s price 
projections are increasing. Note that Natural Gas prices are slightly higher than in the 
US. 
 
Table 6.8: Cost-Benefit analysis for Wind – Scenario C 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 220876535 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432  
Variable O&M 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Externalities 918 918 918 918 918  
SUM of Costs: 224824885 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350  
PV of Costs 224824885 3245256 2667364 2192378 1801975 278484255 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 18046560 18481497 18768353 18545128 18643699  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 3385453 3700378 4094036 4408962 4802619 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 632516 687439 747191 779147 812484 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
SUM of Benefits: 22064529 22869314 23609580 23733237 24258802  
PV of Benefits 22064529 18796909 15949786 13178224 11071400 
 
337461767 
 
NPV 58977512 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
1,2117804 
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6.3 Cost-benefit analysis for Solar Thermal Systems 
The first scenario to be examined for the Solar Thermal Systems that are 
planned to be installed will be a Cost-Benefit analysis with a discount rate of 4%. The 
fuel avoided and the relevant avoided external costs from the emissions are based on the 
current fuel mix (fuel oil and diesel). 
 
Table 6.9: Cost-Benefit analysis for Solar thermal – Base Scenario 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 171339113 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172  
Variable O&M 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Externalities       
SUM of Costs: 172582285 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172  
PV of Costs 172582285 1021797 839843 690289 567368 189477400 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 10965739 11040906 11166184 11341574 11516963  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 2322601 2538656 2808726 3024782 3294852 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 735162 798998 868447 905588 944336 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 4112318 4466157 4851111 5056986 5271760 
 
SUM of Benefits: 18135820 18844717 19694469 20328930 21027910  
PV of Benefits 18135820 15488983 13304877 11287933 9596864 282899404 
 
NPV 93422003 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
1,493050901 
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The second scenario has the same inputs with a discount rate of 8% in the CBA 
formula. 
 
Table 6.10: Cost-Benefit analysis for Solar thermal – Scenario A 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 171339113 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172  
Variable O&M 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Externalities       
SUM of Costs: 172582285 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172  
PV of Costs 172582285 846082 575829 391900 266720 184787933 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 10965739 11040906 11166184 11341574 11516963  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 2322601 2538656 2808726 3024782 3294852 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 735162 798998 868447 905588 944336 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 4112318 4466157 4851111 5056986 5271760 
 
SUM of Benefits: 18135820 18844717 19694469 20328930 21027910  
PV of Benefits 18135820 12825397 9122350 6408526 4511500 207701134 
 
NPV 22913202 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
1,123997284 
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The third scenario implies that the fuel mix of fuel oil and diesel will be replaced 
with Natural Gas which will have a constant price. Once again the discount rate will be 
4% as in the first scenario. 
 
Table 6.11: Cost-Benefit analysis for Solar thermal – Scenario B 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 171339113 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172  
Variable O&M 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Externalities       
SUM of Costs: 172582285 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172  
PV of Costs 172582285 1021797 839843 690289 567368 189477400 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 1133522 1238966 1370771 1476215 1608020 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 211780 230169 250176 260875 272037 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
SUM of Benefits: 7387677 7511510 7663322 7779465 7922432  
PV of Benefits 7387677 6173914 5177065 4319661 3615694 111013518 
 
NPV -78463882 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
0,585893188 
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The fourth scenario, which is actually more realistic, also assumes that the fuel 
mix is replaced with natural gas whose price is increasing with the rate the EIA’s price 
projections are increasing. Note that Natural Gas prices are slightly higher than in the 
US. 
 
Table 6.12: Cost-Benefit analysis for Solar thermal – Scenario C 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 171339113 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172  
Variable O&M 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
Externalities       
SUM of Costs: 172582285 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172  
PV of Costs 172582285 1021797 839843 690289 567368 189477400 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 6042375 6188001 6284047 6209306 6242310  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 1133522 1238966 1370771 1476215 1608020 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 211780 230169 250176 260875 272037 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
SUM of Benefits: 7387677 7657136 7904993 7946396 8122367  
PV of Benefits 7387677 6293608 5340330 4412352 3706942 112989431 
 
NPV -76487969 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
0,596321412 
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6.4 Cost-benefit analysis for Biomass 
The first scenario to be examined for Biomass Systems that are planned to be in-
stalled will be a Cost-Benefit analysis with a discount rate of 4%. The fuel avoided and 
the relevant avoided external costs from the emissions are based on the current fuel mix 
(fuel oil and diesel). 
 
Table 6.13: Cost-Benefit analysis for Biomass – Base Scenario 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 27374185 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852  
Variable O&M 
cost 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 
 
Externalities 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2  
SUM of Costs: 28377620 1003435 1003435 1003435 1003435  
PV of Costs 28377620 824751 677885 557172 457955 42014637 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 11111949 11188118 11315067 11492795 11670523  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 2353569 2572505 2846176 3065112 3338783 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 744964 809651 880026 917663 956927 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 4167149 4525705 4915793 5124412 5342050 
 
SUM of Benefits: 18377631 19095979 19957061 20599982 21308282  
PV of Benefits 18377631 15695503 13482276 11438439 9724822 286671396 
 
NPV 244656758 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
6,8231315 
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The second scenario has the same inputs with a discount rate of 8% in the CBA 
formula. 
 
Table 6.14: Cost-Benefit analysis for Biomass – Scenario A 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 27374185 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852  
Variable O&M 
cost 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 
 
Externalities 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2  
SUM of Costs: 28377620 
1003435,
6 1003435 1003435 1003435 
 
PV of Costs 28377620 682921 464785 316325 215285 38229499 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 11111949 11188118 11315067 11492795 11670523  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 2353569 2572505 2846176 3065112 3338783 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 744964 809651 880026 917663 956927 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 4167149 4525705 4915793 5124412 5342050 
 
SUM of Benefits: 18377631 19095979 19957061 20599982 21308282  
PV of Benefits 18377631 12996403 9243981 6493973 4571654 210470483 
 
NPV 172240984 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
5,50544709 
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The third scenario implies that the fuel mix of fuel oil and diesel will be replaced 
with Natural Gas which will have a constant price. Once again the discount rate will be 
4% as in the first scenario. 
  
Table 6.15: Cost-Benefit analysis for Biomass – Scenario B 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 27374185 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852  
Variable O&M 
cost 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 
 
Externalities 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2  
SUM of Costs: 28377620 
1003435,
6 
1003435,
58 
1003435,
58 
1003435,
58 
 
PV of Costs 28377620 824751 677885 557172 457955 42014637 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 1148636 1255486 1389048 1495898 1629460 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 214604 233238 253511 264353 275664 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
SUM of Benefits: 3652918 4086724 4572527 5048213 5586528  
PV of Benefits 3652918 3358989 3089036 2803093 2549618 112493698 
 
NPV 70479061 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
2,67748827 
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The fourth scenario, which is actually more realistic, also assumes that the fuel 
mix is replaced with natural gas whose price is increasing with the rate the EIA’s price 
projections are increasing. 
 
Table 6.16: Cost-Benefit analysis for Biomass – Scenario C 
Year 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment Cost 27374185 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M cost 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852  
Variable O&M 
cost 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 
 
Externalities 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2  
SUM of Costs: 28377620 
1003435,
6 
1003435,
58 
1003435,
58 
1003435,
58 
 
PV of Costs 28377620 824751 677885 557172 457955 42014637 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel cost 6122940 6270508 6367834 6292097 6325541  
Avoided CO2 ext. 
cost 1148636 1255486 1389048 1495898 1629460 
 
Avoided NOx ext. 
cost 214604 233238 253511 264353 275664 
 
Avoided SO2 ext. 
cost 0 0 0 0 0 
 
SUM of Benefits: 7486179 7759232 8010393 8052348 8230665  
PV of Benefits 7486179 6377523 5411535 4471183 3756368 114495957 
 
NPV 72481319 
Benefit-Cost Ra-
tio 
2,72514448 
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7 Conclusions 
Having reached the final stage of the research and taking into consideration the 
results of the Cost-Benefit analysis performed in the previous chapter, an overview of 
the results will be presented, followed by various recommendations for future work or 
further research on the specific topic. 
7.1 Summary of the results 
The original problem was to define if the renewable energy sources are benefi-
cial and worth investing in them in a country like Cyprus, replacing the traditional fossil 
fuel burning power plants. To give an answer to this problem, a Cost-Benefit Analysis 
was performed for each of the renewable energy sources that are used (or planned to be 
used in the near future) in Cyprus.  
To sum up, four different cases were examined as follows. The Base Scenario, 
with the avoided from the conventional power plant fuel mix being consisted of Diesel 
and Fuel Oil, with a rate of return of 4%. In Scenario A, we have the same fuel mix be-
ing avoided, but a rate of return equal to 8%. In Scenario B the fuel avoided is Natural 
Gas with a constant price and rate of return equal to 4%. Finally in Scenario C, the 
avoided fuel is again Natural Gas, but this time with an increasing price. 
The results of the Cost-Benefit analysis are summarized in Table 7.1, which in-
cludes the Net Present Value and the Benefit-Cost Ratio of each Scenario. 
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Table 7.1: Overview of the Results of the Cost and Benefit Analysis 
 Base Sce-
nario 
(r=4%) 
Scenario A 
(Sens. Anal-
ysis r=8%) 
Scenario B 
(Sens. Analysis 
NG constant 
price) 
Scenario C 
(Sens. Analysis 
NG increasing 
price) 
 NET PRESENT VALUE (€2013) 
PV 624.112.314 379.751.518 37.408.493 44.152.942 
Wind 566.441.963 356.743.683 53.076.119 58.977.512 
Solar Thermal 93.422.003 22.913.202 -78.463.882 -76.487.969 
Biomass 244.656.758 172.240.984 70.479.061 72.481.319 
 BENEFIT/COST RATIO 
PV 2,83 2,15 1,11 1,13 
Wind 3,03 2,35 1,19 1,21 
Solar Thermal 1,49 1,12 0,59 0,60 
Biomass 6,82 5,51 2,68 2,73 
  
 As already mentioned in the chapters above, with the Cost and Benefit Analysis 
we get to approve the projects that have a positive Net Present Value and reject the ones 
with a negative NPV. In our case, the analysis showed that almost all of the Renewable 
energy sources, for the four different scenarios examined have a positive NPV. The only 
exception is the Solar Thermal Systems for the Scenarios B and C where the fuel used 
will be Natural Gas. That can be attributed to the high installation cost of the Concen-
trated Solar Power Plants, due to the fact that it is a relatively new technology with not 
many similar power plants existing worldwide. Therefore, it would be wise to use Re-
newables in a larger scale and that could be achieved by refining the Renewables Mas-
ter Plan and change of the current policy. 
 When the rate of return is higher (Scenario C), the results turn not to be so bene-
ficial because the capital investment is already made in the first year, but the future sav-
ings we expect to have from the avoided fuel and the externalities , will be lower. 
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Therefore it is more beneficial to invest in Renewables when the rate of return is low, as 
it is nowadays. 
 Even with the replacement of the current fuel mix with Natural Gas, which is a 
more “environmentally friendly” fuel, as we see in Scenarios B and C, it is still benefi-
cial for the society to use Renewable Energy Sources. However, the uncertainty about 
the Natural Gas price does not seem to have a significant impact on the decision to 
promote Renewables because the difference between Scenario B and C is negligible. 
 In Figure 7.1 a diagram with the Benefit/Cost Ratio for each one of the Renewa-
ble Energy Sources and every Scenario examined in the Cost-Benefit Analysis is 
shown. Biomass systems have a higher BCR, which means that they are the most bene-
ficial of the four sources. That can be explained by the fact that Biomass Power Stations 
are used as base load and operate day and night (in our case more than 95% of the year), 
compared with the more volatile Wind and Solar systems. Wind and Photovoltaic sys-
tems follow with a slightly lower BCR that almost correlates and finally the Solar 
Thermal Systems that have a very low BCR which becomes less than 1 for Scenarios B 
and C. 
 
Figure 7.1: Benefit/Cost Ratio diagram
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Moreover, a diagram is constructed in the form of a demand curve, using the Net 
Present Value divided by the energy (in GWh) each Renewable source produces. Fig-
ures 7.2 and 7.3 show these curves for Scenarios A and C (the Base Scenario and Sce-
nario B have similar curves with the displayed ones so they are omitted). 
 
Figure 7.2: Renewable’s Cost Curve for Scenario A  
 
 
Figure 7.3: Renewable’s Cost Curve for Scenario C 
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Those curves are very interesting because they show for a certain amount of en-
ergy needed by the system, which is the most cost effective source that should be used. 
7.2 Recommendations 
For the sake of simplicity, for this Master Thesis, a number of assumptions al-
ready mentioned in the main text were made. Initially the assumption that all Renewa-
ble Energy Sources will not be installed gradually as planned, but all together in 2020, 
helped the calculations and the implementation of the Cost Benefit Analysis algorithm. 
Although there will not be significant change in the results, someone could take that in-
to account in a future research. 
I would also suggest that more scenarios could be created in order to examine 
different aspects that might change and affect the result of the analysis. Different sensi-
tivities could have diverse influence on the Cost Benefit Analysis. 
Moreover, a quite important cost item that we overlooked is the cost of transmit-
tency of RES, i.e. the cost for their integration in the electrical system. This cost de-
pends on many other parametres that were out of the scope of this Master Thesis, how-
ever the conclusion as regards to the comparison with oil-powered generation is not ex-
pected to change due to that cost. It could probably have a role in the final result when 
comparing RES with natural gas. That cost will probably be more significant in case of 
higher penetration of Renewables in the energy system (as planned in the 2030 EU En-
ergy Road Map), therefore for future research that cost should be taken into account. 
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Appendix A 
Table A1: Retail prices in Euros-2013 per ton of fuel (Edited Source: T. Zachariadis’ 
forecast of fuel prices in the Republic of Cyprus [26]) 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Diesel  1124 1127 1129 1132 1135 1137 1141 1146 1150 1154 1159 
Heavy 
Fuel 
Oil 
466 467 467 468 468 469 469 470 471 472 473 
 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 
Diesel  1165 1171 1177 1183 1189 1195 1201 1207 1213 1219 
Heavy 
Fuel 
Oil 
474 475 476 478 479 480 481 482 484 485 
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Table Α2: Cost of fuel avoided every year in Euros-2013 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Vasilikos 
Fuel Oil 
30943849 30977932 31012014 31046097 31080179 31114262 31171067 31227871 31284675 31341480 31398284 
Vasilikos 
Diesel 
20632032 20679621 20727210 20774799 20822388 20869977 20949292 21028608 21107923 21187238 21266553 
Dekeleia 
Fuel Oil 
40682536 40727345 40772154 40816963 40861773 40906582 40981264 41055946 41130628 41205310 41279992 
Sum 92258417 92384898 92511378 92637859 92764340 92890821 93101623 93312424 93523226 93734027 93944829 
 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 
Vasilikos 
Fuel Oil 
31477810 31557337 31636863 31716389 31795915 31875441 31954967 32034494 32114020 32193546 
Vasilikos 
Diesel 
21377594 21488635 21599676 21710717 21821759 21932800 22043841 22154882 22265923 22376964 
Dekeleia 
Fuel Oil 
41384546 41489101 41593656 41698211 41802765 41907320 42011875 42116430 42220984 42325539 
Sum 94239951 94535073 94830195 95125317 95420439 95715561 96010683 96305805 96600927 96896050 
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Table A3: Social Cost of Carbon 2020-2040, converted into 2013 euros per ton of CO2. (Source: 
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/EPAactivities/economics/scc.html [17,27])) 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
SCC 
($2007/tn  
CO2) 
43 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 
SCC 
(€2013/tn  
CO2) 
35,35 35,35 36,17 36,99 37,81 38,63 39,46 40,28 41,10 41,92 42,74 
 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 
SCC 
($2007/tn  
CO2) 
52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 
SCC 
(€2013/tn  
CO2) 
42,74 43,57 44,39 45,21 46,03 46,85 47,68 48,50 49,32 50,14 
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Table A4: Total Cost of HH regional, crops, materials, biodiversity and HH North Hemispheric model, converted into 2013 euros per ton of pol-
lutant. (Source: CASES [28]) 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Pollutants Total Cost (€2000/tn) 
NOx 5.647 5.742 5.839 5.937 6.036 6.138 6.241 6.346 6.453 6.561 6.671 
SO2 10.313 10.485 10.659 10.837 11.017 11.201 11.388 11.577 11.770 11.967 12.166 
Pollutants Total Cost (€2013/tn) 
NOx 7.624 7.752 7.882 8.015 8.149 8.286 8.425 8.567 8.711 8.857 9.006 
SO2 13.923  14.155 14.390 14.630 14.873 15.121 15.373 15.629 15.890 16.155 16.425 
 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 
Pollutants Total Cost (€2000/tn) 
NOx 6.727 6.784 6.841 6.899 6.957 7.015 7.074 7.134 7.194 7.254 
SO2 12.268 12.370 12.474 12.578 12.683 12.789 12.895 13.003 13.112 13.221 
Pollutants Total Cost (€2013/tn) 
NOx 9.082 9.158 9.235 9.313 9.392 9.471 9.550 9.631 9.712 9.793 
SO2 16.562 16.700 16.839 16.980 17.122 17.265 17.409 17.554 17.701 17.849 
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Table A5: Avoided Cost of Natural Gas per Sector of Renewable energy sources 
 
 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
NG price (€/Mcf) 10,25 10,59 10,35 10,49 10,63 10,50 10,35 10,41 10,46 10,62 10,66 
Sector Share (%) Avoided Cost of Natural Gas (€2013) 
Wind 35,50 18046560 18643768 18225585 18475093 18719658 18481497 18222972 18329642 18420827 18693359 18768353 
PV 40,57 20624640 21307164 20829240 21114392 21393895 21121711 20826253 20948162 21052374 21363839 21449546 
Solar Therm. 11,89 6042375 6242333 6102316 6185857 6267743 6188001 6101441 6137157 6167688 6258937 6284047 
Biomass 12,04 6122940 6325564 6183681 6268335 6351312 6270508 6182794 6218986 6249923 6342390 6367834 
Sum 50836515 52518829 51340822 52043676 52732607 52061716 51333460 51633947 51890811 52658526 52869780 
 
50836515 52518829 51340822 52043676 52732607 52061716 51 33460 51633947 51 90811 5265 526 52869780 
 
0836515 52518829 51340822 52043676 732607 52061716 51 33460 51633947 51 90811 5265 526 52869780
 
083 51 52518829 5 34 822 52043 76 732607 52061716 51 33460 51633947 51890811 5265 526
 
083651 52518829 5134 822 52043 76 732607 52061716 1 33460 51633947 51890811
 
0836 52518829 5134 22 52043 76 732 0 52061716 1 33460
 
083651 52518829 5134 822 52043 76 73 607 52061716
 
83651 8 9 134 822 52043 6 73 607
 
0836 15 52518829 13 822 52043 6
 
0 3 515 52 18829 51340 22
 
083 51 52 18829
 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 
NG price (€/Mcf) 10,45 10,42 10,56 10,49 10,53 10,65 10,33 10,31 10,54 10,59 
Sector Share (%) Avoided Cost of Natural Gas (€2013) 
Wind 35,50 18390189 18345183 18593852 18464116 18545128 18749874 18188722 18159741 18561651 18643699 
PV 40,57 21017359 20965924 21250116 21101847 21194432 21428428 20787111 20753990 21213316 21307084 
Solar Therm 11,89 6157429 6142360 6225620 6182182 6209306 6277860 6089974 6080270 6214839 6242310 
Biomass 12,04 6239528 6224259 6308628 6264611 6292097 6361565 6171173 6161341 6297703 6325541 
Sum 51804505 51677726 52378216 52012755 52240964 52817727 51236979 51155342 52287509 52518633 
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Appendix B 
Table B1: Cost-Benefit analysis for Photovoltaic – Base Scenario 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 293881015 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Externalities 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 
SUM 297145962 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 
PV of Costs 297145962 3139372 3018627 2902526 2790890 2683548 2580335 2481091 2385664 2293908 2205681 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 37429722 37481036 37532350 37583664 37634978 37686292 37771815 37857338 37942862 38028385 38113908 
Avoided CO2 7927810 7927810 8112177 8296545 8480913 8665280 8849648 9034016 9218383 9402751 9587119 
Avoided NOx 2509353 2551475 2594313 2637879 2682186 2727245 2773071 2819676 2867073 2915276 2964299 
Avoided SO2 14036713 14270192 14507641 14749126 14994716 15244481 15498493 15756822 16019543 16286731 16558460 
SUM 61903598,2 62230513 62746481 63267214 63792792 64323299 64893027 65467853 66047862 66633143 67223786 
PV of Benefits 61903598,2 59837032 58012649 56244323 54530346 52869063 51285902 49750187 48260526 46815563 45413981 
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Table B1 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Photovoltaic – Base Scenario 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 SUM 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079  
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Externalities 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867  
SUM 3264946,47 3264946,47 3264946,47 3264946,47 3264946,47 3264946,47 3264946,47 3264946,47 3264946,47 3264946,47  
PV of Costs 2120846,97 2039275,93 1960842,24 1885425,23 1812908,88 1743181,61 1676136,17 1611669,39 1549682,11 1490078,95 341517649 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 38233641 38353373 38473106 38592839 38712571 38832304 38952036 39071769 39191501 39311234  
Avoided CO2 9587119 9771486 9955854 10140222 10324589 10508957 10693325 10877692 11062060 11246428  
Avoided NOx 2989227 3014367 3039720 3065289 3091075 3117081 3143307 3169757 3196431 3223332  
Avoided SO2 16696635 16835984 16976517 17118245 17261178 17405325 17550698 17697306 17845161 17994273  
SUM 67506621 67975210 68445197,2 68916594,3 69389413,6 69863666,9 70339366,5 70816524,7 71295154 71775266,7  
PV of Benefits 43851013,8 42457115,6 41106411,7 39797616 38529478,2 37300782,9 36110348,9 34957028 33839704,7 32757294,8 965629964 
 
NPV 624112314 
BCR 2,82746723 
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Table B2: Cost-Benefit analysis for Photovoltaics – Scenario A 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 293881015 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Externalities 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 
SUM 297145962 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 
PV of Costs 297145962 3023099 2799165 2591820 2399833 2222068 2057470 1905065 1763949 1633286 1512302 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 37429722,1 37481036 37532350 37583664 37634978 37686292 37771815 37857338 37942862 38028385 38113908 
Avoided CO2 7927810 7927810 8112177 8296545 8480913 8665280 8849648 9034016 9218383 9402751 9587119 
Avoided NOx 2509353 2551475 2594313 2637879 2682186 2727245 2773071 2819676 2867073 2915276 2964299 
Avoided SO2 14036713 14270192 14507641 14749126 14994716 15244481 15498493 15756822 16019543 16286731 16558460 
SUM 61903598,2 62230513 62746481 63267214 63792792 64323299 64893027 65467853 66047862 66633143 67223786 
PV of Benefits 61903598,2 57620845 53794994 50223554 46889607 43777356 40893615 38199863 35683605 33333161 31137620 
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Table B2 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Photovoltaics – Scenario A 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079  
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Externalities 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867  
SUM 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946  
PV of Costs 1400280 1296555 1200514 1111587 1029247 953006,8 882413,7 817049,7 756527,5 700488,4 329201687 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 38233641 38353373 38473106 38592839 38712571 38832304 38952036 39071769 39191501 39311234  
Avoided CO2 9587119 9771486 9955854 10140222 10324589 10508957 10693325 10877692 11062060 11246428  
Avoided NOx 2989227 3014367 3039720 3065289 3091075 3117081 3143307 3169757 3196431 3223332  
Avoided SO2 16696635 16835984 16976517 17118245 17261178 17405325 17550698 17697306 17845161 17994273  
SUM 67506621 67975210 68445197 68916594 69389414 69863667 70339367 70816525 71295154 71775267  
PV of Benefits 28952433 26993891 25167157 23463415 21874437 20392538 19010547 17721767 16519947 15399255 
708953205,
3 
 
NPV 379751518 
BCR 2,153553 
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Table B3: Cost-Benefit analysis for Photovoltaics – Scenario B 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 293881015 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Externalities 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 
SUM 297145961,5 3264946,47 3264946,47 3264946,47 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 
PV of Costs 297145961,5 3139371,6 3018626,54 2902525,52 2790890 2683548 2580335 2481091 2385664 2293908 2205681 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 
Avoided CO2 3869089 3869089 3959067 4049046 4139025 4229004 4318983 4408962 4498940 4588919 4678898 
Avoided NOx 722876 735010 747350 759900 772664 785644 798846 812271 825925 839811 853933 
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUM 25216604,41 25228738,5 25331057,7 25433586,7 25536329 25639288 25742468 25845873 25949505 26053370 26157471 
PV of Benefits 25216604,41 24258402,4 23419986,8 22610366 21828561 21073626 20344647 19640739 18961049 18304752 17671050 
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Table B3 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Photovoltaics – Scenario B 
 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079  
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Externalities 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867  
SUM 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946  
PV of Costs 2120847 2039276 1960842 1885425 1812909 1743182 1676136 1611669 1549682 1490079 341517649 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640 20624640  
Avoided CO2 4678898 4768877 4858856 4948834 5038813 5128792 5218771 5308750 5398728 5488707  
Avoided NOx 861114 868356 875660 883026 890454 897945 905500 913120 920804 928553  
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SUM 26164652 26261873 26359155 26456500 26553907 26651377 26748911 26846509 26944172 27041901  
PV of Benefits 16996059 16403088 15830626 15277969 14744442 14229388 13732175 13252192 12788847 12341570 378926142 
 
NPV 37408493 
BCR 1,109536 
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Table B4: Cost-Benefit analysis for Photovoltaics – Scenario C 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 293881015 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Externalities 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 
SUM 297145962 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 
PV of Costs 297145962 3139372 3018627 2902526 2790890 2683548 2580335 2481091 2385664 2293908 2205681 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 20624640 21307164 20829240 21114392 21393895 21121711 20826253 20948162 21052374 21363839 21449546 
Avoided CO2 3869089 3869089 3959067 4049046 4139025 4229004 4318983 4408962 4498940 4588919 4678898 
Avoided NOx 722876 735010 747350 759900 772664 785644 798846 812271 825925 839811 853933 
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUM 25216604,4 25911262 25535658 25923338 26305584 26136359 25944082 26169395 26377239 26792570 26982377 
PV of Benefits 25216604,4 24914675 23609151 23045753 22486123 21482182 20503985 19886589 19273590 18824104 18228327 
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Table B4 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Photovoltaics – Scenario C 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079 3262079  
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Externalities 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867 2867  
SUM 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946 3264946  
PV of Costs 2120847 2039276 1960842 1885425 1812909 1743182 1676136 1611669 1549682 1490079 341517649 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 21017359 20965924 21250116 21101847 21194432 21428428 20787111 20753990 21213316 21307084  
Avoided CO2 4678898 4768877 4858856 4948834 5038813 5128792 5218771 5308750 5398728 5488707  
Avoided NOx 861114 868356 875660 883026 890454 897945 905500 913120 920804 928553  
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SUM 26557371 26603156 26984631 26933706 27123699 27455165 26911382 26975859 27532848 27724345  
PV of Benefits 17251162 16616253 16206270 15553544 15060828 14658537 13815583 13316043 13068258 12653029 385670591 
 
NPV 44152942 
BCR 1,129285 
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Table B5: Cost-Benefit analysis for Wind – Base Scenario 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 220876535 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Externalities 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 
SUM 224824885 3948350 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 
PV of Costs 224824885 3796491 3650471,9 3510069,1 3375066,4 3245256,2 3120438,7 3000421,8 2885020,9 2774058,6 2667364 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 32751007 32795907 32840806 32885706 32930606 32975505 33050338 33125171 33200004 33274837 33349670 
Avoided CO2 6936834 6936834 7098155 7259477 7420799 7582120 7743442 7904764 8066086 8227407 8388729 
Avoided NOx 2195684 2232541 2270024 2308144 2346912 2386340 2426437 2467217 2508689 2550867 2593762 
Avoided SO2 12282124 12486418 12694186 12905485 13120376 13338921 13561181 13787219 14017100 14250889 14488653 
SUM 54165648 54451699 54903171 55358812 55818693 56282887 56781399 57284371 57791879 58304000 58820813 
PV of Benefits 54165648 52357403 50761068 49213782 47714053 46260430 44875164 43531414 42227960 40963617 39737234 
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Table B5 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Wind – Base Scenario 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432  
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Externalities 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4  
SUM 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4  
PV of Costs 2564773,1 2466128 2371276,9 2280074 2192378,8 2108056,5 2026977,4 1949016,8 1874054,6 1801975,6 278484255 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 33454436 33559202 33663968 33768734 33873500 33978266 34083032 34187798 34292564 34397330  
Avoided CO2 8388729 8550051 8711372 8872694 9034016 9195337 9356659 9517981 9679303 9840624  
Avoided NOx 2615573 2637571 2659755 2682128 2704691 2727446 2750394 2773537 2796877 2820416  
Avoided SO2 14609555 14731486 14854452 14978464 15103530 15229660 15356861 15485143 15614516 15744989  
SUM 59068293 59478309 59889548 60302020 60715737 61130709 61546946 61964459 62383260 62803358  
PV of Benefits 38369637 37149976 35968110 34822914 33713293 32638185 31596555 30587400 29609742 28662633 844926218 
 
NPV 566441963 
BCR 3,0340179 
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Table B6: Cost-Benefit analysis for Wind – Scenario A 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 220876535 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Externalities 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 
SUM 224824885 3948350 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 
PV of Costs 224824885 3655880 3385074,1 3134327,8 2902155,4 2687180,9 2488130,5 2303824,5 2133170,9 1975158,2 1828850,2 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 32751007 32795907 32840806 32885706 32930606 32975505 33050338 33125171 33200004 33274837 33349670 
Avoided CO2 6936834 6936834 7098155 7259477 7420799 7582120 7743442 7904764 8066086 8227407 8388729 
Avoided NOx 2195684 2232541 2270024 2308144 2346912 2386340 2426437 2467217 2508689 2550867 2593762 
Avoided SO2 12282124 12486418 12694186 12905485 13120376 13338921 13561181 13787219 14017100 14250889 14488653 
SUM 54165648 54451699 54903171 55358812 55818693 56282887 56781399 57284371 57791879 58304000 58820813 
PV of Benefits 54165648 50418240 47070620 43945610 41028406 38305187 35781913 33424880 31223154 29166516 27245417 
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Table B6 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Wind – Scenario A 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432  
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Externalities 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4  
SUM 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4  
PV of Costs 1693379,8 1567944,3 1451800,2 1344259,5 1244684,7 1152485,8 1067116,5 988070,85 914880,41 847111,49 263590371 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 33454436 33559202 33663968 33768734 33873500 33978266 34083032 34187798 34292564 34397330  
Avoided CO2 8388729 8550051 8711372 8872694 9034016 9195337 9356659 9517981 9679303 9840624  
Avoided NOx 2615573 2637571 2659755 2682128 2704691 2727446 2750394 2773537 2796877 2820416  
Avoided SO2 14609555 14731486 14854452 14978464 15103530 15229660 15356861 15485143 15614516 15744989  
SUM 59068293 59478309 59889548 60302020 60715737 61130709 61546946 61964459 62383260 62803358  
PV of Benefits 25333379 23619655 22021262 20530489 19140132 17843471 16634228 15506546 14454954 13474348 620334055 
 
NPV 356743683 
BCR 2,3534018 
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Table B7: Cost-Benefit analysis for Wind – Scenario B 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 220876535 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Externalities 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 
SUM 224824885 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 
PV of Costs 224824885 3796491 3650472 3510069 3375066 3245256 3120439 3000422 2885021 2774059 2667364 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 
Avoided CO2 3385453 3385453 3464184 3542916 3621647 3700378 3779110 3857841 3936573 4015304 4094036 
Avoided NOx 632516 
643133,616
4 
653931,460
5 664912,868 
676080,959
3 
687438,908
3 
698989,942
3 710737,344 
722684,451
5 
734834,659
8 
747191,421
6 
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUM 22064529 22075146 22164676 22254388 22344288 22434377 22524660 22615139 22705817 22796699 22887787 
PV of Benefits 22064529 21226102 20492488 19784070 19099991 18439423 17801566 17185647 16590918 16016658 15462169 
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Table B7 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Wind – Scenario B 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432  
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Externalities 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4  
SUM 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350  
PV of Costs 2564773 2466128 2371277 2280074 2192379 2108057 2026977 1949017 1874055 1801976 278484255 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560 18046560  
Avoided CO2 4094036 4172767 4251499 4330230 4408962 4487693 4566424 4645156 4723887 4802619  
Avoided NOx 753475 759812 766202 772647 779147 785702 792313 798980 805703 812484  
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SUM 22894071 22979139 23064261 23149437 23234669 23319955 23405297 23490696 23576151 23661663  
PV of Benefits 14871552 14352702 13851797 13368223 12901387 12450715 12015653 11595668 11190241 10798874 331560375 
 
NPV 53076119 
BCR 1,190589299 
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Table B8: Cost-Benefit analysis for Wind – Scenario C 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 220876535 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Externalities 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 
SUM 224824885,3 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 3948350,4 
PV of Costs 224824885,3 3796490,7 3650471,9 3510069,1 3375066,4 3245256,2 3120438,7 3000421,8 2885020,9 2774058,6 2667364 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 18046560 18643768 18225585 18475093 18719658 18481497 18222972 18329642 18420827 18693359 18768353 
Avoided CO2 3385453 3385453 3464184 3542916 3621647 3700378 3779110 3857841 3936573 4015304 4094036 
Avoided NOx 632516 643133,62 653931,46 664912,87 676080,96 687438,91 698989,94 710737,34 722684,45 734834,66 747191,42 
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUM 22064529 22672354 22343701 22682921 23017386 22869314 22701071 22898221 23080084 23443498 23609580 
PV of Benefits 22064529 21800341 20658007 20165034 19675358 18796909 17940986 17400766 16864391 16471091 15949786 
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Table B8 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Wind – Scenario C 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432 3947432  
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Externalities 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4 918,4  
SUM 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350 3948350  
PV of Costs 2564773 2466128 2371277 2280074 2192379 2108057 2026977 1949017 1874055 1801976 278484255 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 18390189 18345183 18593852 18464116 18545128 18749874 18188722 18159741 18561651 18643699 18390189 
Avoided CO2 4094036 4172767 4251499 4330230 4408962 4487693 4566424 4645156 4723887 4802619 4094036 
Avoided NOx 753475 759812 766202 772647 779147 785702 792313 798980 805703 812484 753475 
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUM 23237699 23277762 23611552 23566993 23733237 24023270 23547459 23603877 24091242 24258802  
PV of Benefits 15094766 14539221 14180487 13609351 13178224 12826220 12088635 11651537 11434726 11071400 337461767 
 
NPV 58977512 
BCR 1,211780418 
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Table B9: Cost-Benefit analysis for Solar thermal –Base Scenario 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 171339113 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Externalities - - - - - - - - - - - 
SUM 172582285 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 
PV of Costs 172582285 1195358 1149383 1105176 1062669 1021797 982497 944709 908374 873436 839843 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 10965739 10980772 10995806 11010839 11025872 11040906 11065961 11091017 11116073 11141128 11166184 
Avoided CO2 2322601 2322601 2376614 2430628 2484642 2538656 2592670 2646684 2700698 2754712 2808726 
Avoided NOx 735162 747502 760053 772816 785797 798998 812423 826077 839963 854085 868447 
Avoided SO2 4112318 4180720 4250285 4321033 4392983 4466157 4540574 4616256 4693226 4771503 4851111 
SUM 18135820 18231596 18382758 18535316 18689295 18844717 19011629 19180035 19349960 19521429 19694469 
PV of Benefits 18135820 17530380 16995893 16477829 15975687 15488983 15025167 14575250 14138826 13715497 13304877 
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Table B9 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Solar thermal –Base Scenario 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172  
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Externalities - - - - - - - - - -  
SUM 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172  
PV of Costs 807541 776482 746617 717901 690289 663740 638211 613665 590062 567368 189477400 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 11201262 11236340 11271418 11306496 11341574 11376651 11411729 11446807 11481885 11516963  
Avoided CO2 2808726 2862740 2916754 2970768 3024782 3078796 3132810 3186824 3240838 3294852  
Avoided NOx 875750 883115 890543 898034 905588 913207 920891 928640 936454 944336  
Avoided SO2 4891592 4932417 4973589 5015111 5056986 5099216 5141806 5184758 5228075 5271760  
SUM 19777330 19914612 20052304 20190409 20328930 20467871 20607236 20747029 20887252 21027910  
PV of Benefits 12846977 12438608 12042894 11659458 11287933 10927964 10579204 10241317 9913976 9596864 282899404 
 
NPV 93422003 
BCR 1,493050901 
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Table B10: Cost-Benefit analysis for Solar thermal – Scenario A 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 171339113 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Externalities - - - - - - - - - - - 
SUM 172582285 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 
PV of Costs 172582285 1151085 1065820 986870 913769 846082 783409 725379 671647 621896 575829 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 10965739 10980772 10995806 11010839 11025872 11040906 11065961 11091017 11116073 11141128 11166184 
Avoided CO2 2322601 2322601 2376614 2430628 2484642 2538656 2592670 2646684 2700698 2754712 2808726 
Avoided NOx 735162 747502 760053 772816 785797 798998 812423 826077 839963 854085 868447 
Avoided SO2 4112318 4180720 4250285 4321033 4392983 4466157 4540574 4616256 4693226 4771503 4851111 
SUM 18135820 18231596 18382758 18535316 18689295 18844717 19011629 19180035 19349960 19521429 19694469 
PV of Benefits 18135820 16881107 15760252 14713932 13737189 12825397 11980551 11191366 10454181 9765575 9122350 
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Table B10 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Solar thermal – Scenario A 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172  
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Externalities - - - - - - - - - -  
SUM 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172  
PV of Costs 533175 493681 457112 423252 391900 362870 335991 311103 288058 266720 184787933 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 11201262 11236340 11271418 11306496 11341574 11376651 11411729 11446807 11481885 11516963  
Avoided CO2 2808726 2862740 2916754 2970768 3024782 3078796 3132810 3186824 3240838 3294852  
Avoided NOx 875750 883115 890543 898034 905588 913207 920891 928640 936454 944336  
Avoided SO2 4891592 4932417 4973589 5015111 5056986 5099216 5141806 5184758 5228075 5271760  
SUM 19777330 19914612 20052304 20190409 20328930 20467871 20607236 20747029 20887252 21027910  
PV of Benefits 8482158 7908367 7373191 6874048 6408526 5974376 5569496 5191924 4839828 4511500 207701134 
 
NPV 22913202 
BCR 1,123997284 
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Table B11: Cost-Benefit analysis for Solar thermal – Scenario B 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 171339113 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Externalities - - - - - - - - - - - 
SUM 172582285 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 
PV of Costs 172582285 1195358 1149383 1105176 1062669 1021797 982497 944709 908374 873436 839843 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 
Avoided CO2 1133522 1133522 1159883 1186244 1212605 1238966 1265327 1291688 1318049 1344410 1370771 
Avoided NOx 211780 215335 218950 222627 226366 230169 234037 237970 241970 246038 250176 
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUM 7387677 7391232 7421208 7451246 7481346 7511510 7541739 7572033 7602394 7632823 7663322 
PV of Benefits 7387677 7106954 6861324 6624131 6395086 6173914 5960346 5754123 5554995 5362720 5177065 
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Table B11 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Solar thermal – Scenario B 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172  
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Externalities - - - - - - - - - -  
SUM 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172  
PV of Costs 807541 776482 746617 717901 690289 663740 638211 613665 590062 567368 189477400 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375 6042375  
Avoided CO2 1370771 1397132 1423493 1449854 1476215 1502576 1528937 1555298 1581659 1608020  
Avoided NOx 252280 254401 256541 258699 260875 263070 265283 267516 269767 272037  
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SUM 7665425 7693908 7722409 7750928 7779465 7808021 7836595 7865188 7893801 7922432  
PV of Benefits 4979314 4805592 4637879 4475968 4319661 4168766 4023098 3882478 3746733 3615694 111013518 
 
NPV -78463882 
BCR 0,585893188 
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Table B12: Cost-Benefit analysis for Solar thermal – Scenario C 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 171339113 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Externalities - - - - - - - - - - - 
SUM 172582285 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 
PV of Costs 172582285 1195358 1149383 1105176 1062669 1021797 982497 944709 908374 873436 839843 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 6042375 6242333 6102316 6185857 6267743 6188001 6101441 6137157 6167688 6258937 6284047 
Avoided CO2 1133522 1133522 1159883 1186244 1212605 1238966 1265327 1291688 1318049 1344410 1370771 
Avoided NOx 211780 215335 218950 222627 226366 230169 234037 237970 241970 246038 250176 
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUM 7387677 7591190 7481150 7594728 7706714 7657136 7600805 7666815 7727707 7849386 7904993 
PV of Benefits 7387677 7299221 6916743 6751686 6587731 6293608 6007027 5826149 5646560 5514874 5340330 
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Table B12 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Solar thermal – Scenario C 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172 1.243.172  
Var.O&M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Externalities - - - - - - - - - -  
SUM 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172 1243172  
PV of Costs 807541 776482 746617 717901 690289 663740 638211 613665 590062 567368 189477400 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 6157429 6142360 6225620 6182182 6209306 6277860 6089974 6080270 6214839 6242310  
Avoided CO2 1370771 1397132 1423493 1449854 1476215 1502576 1528937 1555298 1581659 1608020  
Avoided NOx 252280 254401 256541 258699 260875 263070 265283 267516 269767 272037  
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SUM 7780480 7793893 7905654 7890734 7946396 8043505 7884194 7903084 8066264 8122367  
PV of Benefits 5054051 4868043 4747931 4556702 4412352 4294493 4047534 3901184 3828591 3706942 112989431 
 
NPV -76487969 
BCR 0,596321412 
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Table B13: Cost-Benefit analysis for Biomass – Base Scenario 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 27374185 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 
Var.O&M 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 
Externalities 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 
SUM 28377620 1003435,6 1003435,58 1003435,5 1003435,6 1003435,6 1003435,6 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 
PV of Costs 28377620 964842 927733 892051 857741 824751 793030 762529 733201 705001 677885 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 11111949 11127183 11142416 11157650 11172884 11188118 11213508 11238897 11264287 11289677 11315067 
Avoided CO2 2353569 2353569 2408303 2463037 2517771 2572505 2627239 2681973 2736708 2791442 2846176 
Avoided NOx 744964 757469 770187 783120 796274 809651 823256 837091 851162 865473 880026 
Avoided SO2 4167149 4236463 4306956 4378647 4451556 4525705 4601115 4677807 4755802 4835123 4915793 
SUM 18377631 18474684 18627862 18782454 18938485 19095979 19265117 19435769 19607959 19781714 19957061 
PV of Benefits 18377631 17764119 17222505 16697533 16188697 15695503 15225502 14769587 14327344 13898370 13482276 
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Table B13 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Biomass – Base Scenario 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852  
Var.O&M 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552  
Externalities 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2  
SUM 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58  
PV of Costs 651813 626743 602637 579459 557172 535742 515137 495324 476273 457955 42014637 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 11350612 11386158 11421703 11457249 11492795 11528340 11563886 11599431 11634977 11670523  
Avoided CO2 2846176 2900910 2955644 3010378 3065112 3119847 3174581 3229315 3284049 3338783  
Avoided NOx 887427 894890 902417 910008 917663 925383 933169 941022 948941 956927  
Avoided SO2 4956813 4998183 5039903 5081979 5124412 5167206 5210363 5253888 5297782 5342050  
SUM 20041028 20180140 20319668 20459614 20599982 20740776 20881999 21023656 21165749 21308282  
PV of Benefits 13018270 12604456 12203466 11814917 11438439 11073670 10720260 10377868 10046162 9724822 286671396 
 
NPV 244656758 
BCR 6,8231315 
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Table B14: Cost-Benefit analysis for Biomass – Scenario A 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 27374185 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 
Var.O&M 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 
Externalities 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 
SUM 28377620 1003435,6 1003435,58 
1003435,57
5 1003435,6 1003435,6 1003435,6 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 
PV of Costs 28377620 929107 860284 796560 737555 682921 632335 585495 542125 501968 464785 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 11111949 11127183 11142416 11157650 11172884 11188118 11213508 11238897 11264287 11289677 11315067 
Avoided CO2 2353569 2353569 2408303 2463037 2517771 2572505 2627239 2681973 2736708 2791442 2846176 
Avoided NOx 744964 757469 770187 783120 796274 809651 823256 837091 851162 865473 880026 
Avoided SO2 4167149 4236463 4306956 4378647 4451556 4525705 4601115 4677807 4755802 4835123 4915793 
SUM 18377631 18474684 18627862 18782454 18938485 19095979 19265117 19435769 19607959 19781714 19957061 
PV of Benefits 18377631 17106188 15970389 14910118 13920352 12996403 12140292 11340584 10593570 9895782 9243981 
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Table B14 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Biomass – Scenario A 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852  
Var.O&M 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552  
Externalities 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2  
SUM 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58  
PV of Costs 430356 398478 368961 341631 316325 292893 271197 251109 232508 215285 38229499 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 11350612 11386158 11421703 11457249 11492795 11528340 11563886 11599431 11634977 11670523  
Avoided CO2 2846176 2900910 2955644 3010378 3065112 3119847 3174581 3229315 3284049 3338783  
Avoided NOx 887427 894890 902417 910008 917663 925383 933169 941022 948941 956927  
Avoided SO2 4956813 4998183 5039903 5081979 5124412 5167206 5210363 5253888 5297782 5342050  
SUM 20041028 20180140 20319668 20459614 20599982 20740776 20881999 21023656 21165749 21308282  
PV of Benefits 8595253 8013811 7471500 6965701 6493973 6054035 5643756 5261149 4904359 4571654 210470483 
 
NPV 172240984 
BCR 5,50544709 
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Table B15: Cost-Benefit analysis for Biomass – Scenario B 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 27374185 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 
Var.O&M 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 
Externalities 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 
SUM 28377620 1003435,6 1003435,58 1003435,57 1003435,6 1003435,6 1003435,6 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 
PV of Costs 28377620 964842 927733 892051 857741 824751 793030 762529 733201 705001 677885 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 
Avoided CO2 1148636 1148636 1175348 1202061 1228773 1255486 1282198 1308910 1335623 1362335 1389048 
Avoided NOx 214604 218206 221870 225595 229385 233238 237157 241143 245197 249319 253511 
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUM 7486179 7489782 7520158 7550596 7581098 7611664 7642295 7672993 7703759 7734594 7765499 
PV of Benefits 7486179 7201713 6952809 6712452 6480354 6256233 6039817 5830844 5629062 5434223 5246093 
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Table B15 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Biomass – Scenario B 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852  
Var.O&M 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552  
Externalities 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2  
SUM 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58  
PV of Costs 651813 626743 602637 579459 557172 535742 515137 495324 476273 457955 42014637 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940 6122940  
Avoided CO2 1389048 1415760 1442473 1469185 1495898 1522610 1549323 1576035 1602747 1629460  
Avoided NOx 255643 257793 259962 262148 264353 266578 268820 271082 273364 275664  
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SUM 7767631 7796494 7825374 7854273 7883191 7912128 7941083 7970057 7999051 8028064  
PV of Benefits 5045705 4869667 4699717 4535647 4377256 4224350 4076740 3934245 3796689 3663904 112493698 
 
NPV 70479061 
BCR 2,67748827 
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Table B16: Cost-Benefit analysis for Biomass – Scenario C 
Year 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 27374185 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Fixed O&M 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 
Var.O&M 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 
Externalities 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 
SUM 28377620 1003435,6 1003435,58 1003435,57 1003435,6 1003435,6 1003435,6 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 
PV of Costs 28377620 964842 927733 892051 857741 824751 793030 762529 733201 705001 677885 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 6122940 6325564 6183681 6268335 6351312 6270508 6182794 6218986 6249923 6342390 6367834 
Avoided CO2 1148636 1148636 1175348 1202061 1228773 1255486 1282198 1308910 1335623 1362335 1389048 
Avoided NOx 214604 218206 221870 225595 229385 233238 237157 241143 245197 249319 253511 
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SUM 7486179 7692406 7580898 7695991 7809470 7759232 7702149 7769039 7830743 7954044 8010393 
PV of Benefits 7486179 7396544 7008967 6841708 6675568 6377523 6087120 5903831 5721847 5588406 5411535 
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Table B16 (continued): Cost-Benefit analysis for Biomass – Scenario C 
Year 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039 2040  
Costs (€-2013) 
Investment 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Fixed O&M 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852 702852  
Var.O&M 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552 295552  
Externalities 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2 5031,2  
SUM 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58 1003435,58  
PV of Costs 651813 626743 602637 579459 557172 535742 515137 495324 476273 457955 42014637 
Benefits (€-2013) 
Avoided fuel 6239528 6224259 6308628 6264611 6292097 6361565 6171173 6161341 6297703 6325541  
Avoided CO2 1389048 1415760 1442473 1469185 1495898 1522610 1549323 1576035 1602747 1629460  
Avoided NOx 255643 257793 259962 262148 264353 266578 268820 271082 273364 275664  
Avoided SO2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SUM 7884219 7897812 8011062 7995944 8052348 8150752 7989316 8008458 8173814 8230665  
PV of Benefits 5121439 4932950 4811237 4617458 4471183 4351753 4101501 3953200 3879639 3756368 114495957 
 
NPV 72481319 
BCR 2,72514448 
 
 
